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ABSTRACT
DEVELOPMENT OF A METHODOLOGY FOR THE QUANTIFICATION OF
PHYSIOLOGICAL LOAD FOR SOCCER PLAYERS
by
Robert W. Wilson, II
The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 2012
Under the Supervision of Professor Ann C. Snyder.

The overall aim of this research project was to devise valid mathematical models for
quantifying the physiological load (PL) of practices and competitions for female and
male NCAA Division I collegiate soccer players. Data from sub-maximal and maximal
effort tests were used to construct these models. After development of the physiological
load quantification (PLQ) models, the validity of them occurred by comparing them to
•

the physiological gold standard of performed work, volume of oxygen consumed (VO2).
Last, comparisons of the scores from the PLQ models to the PL scores from the previous
models occurred. In combination these three studies have produced models which are
physiologically realistic, have a very strong relationship with the gold standard of work
performed and are unique when compared to the models previously presented in the
research literature for the assessment of PL.
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EPIGRAPH

'Some people believe football is a matter of life and death, I am very disappointed with
that attitude. I can assure you it is much, much more important than that.'
– Bill Shankly, Manager of Liverpool Football Club (1959-1974)

Ago et praesto igitur sum.

xix
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SECTION 1: Introduction

2

Statement of Problem
Athletes engage in training sessions, a form of stress, on a regular basis. This stress
elicits a strain and then a response in both general and specific ways. Training sessions
incorporate activities of varying intensities on a regular basis to achieve the desired
performance level. Over time, too little stimulus will result in no performance gains or in
detraining, where performance capabilities are lost. Likewise, too much stimulus can
lead to staleness or overtraining. Both of these latter conditions require an unintended
period of rest which necessitates a reduction in or cessation of training to allow the
individual to recover to the point where they can start training again.
Systems exist to quantify the workload, also referred to as training load (TL) in
sports, that an athlete engages in on a daily and weekly basis. These workloads can be
regulated through the creation of training plans. However, training plans typically do not
indicate the physiological load (PL), or strain, experienced by the athletes; rather they
only present the workload, or stress, that is planned.
Thus, methodologies for determining and quantifying the PL have been created.
Most of the methodologies rely on a transformed form of heart rate (HR) as their measure
of intensity (i.e., strain). The resulting PL scores have been generated in such a way that
they can be cumulated, so the PL over a specified period of time can be expressed. Only
one of the models has been constructed to be used with a team, and that model employs a
zonal approach which may exclude data collected during a practice or competition
session. Also, only one of these models has been validated against a gold-standard
•

variable of work, like oxygen uptake (VO2).

3

While these methodologies seem reasonable, recent technological advances now
allow for other variables to be collected in a field setting. Therefore, there is a need to
determine if any of these newly available measures can enhance the assessment of PL in
a field setting.
Previous research has called for a methodology for assessing the PL of training and
competitive sessions. It has been requested that the technique be able to recognize
“different intensity levels within a training session” (37) and provide a better
understanding of the relationship between the magnitude and type of the training stimulus
(54). It is intended that this new methodology will be able to satisfy these perceived
needs and therefore allow coaches and researchers to track and correlate the relationship
between the TL and the physiological response. This may allow coaches and sports
scientists to gain a better understanding of the nature of the resulting training adaptations.

Statement of Purpose
Technological advances over the past decade in the areas of electronic component
miniaturization and data storage now allow data to be collected and stored in a field (or
non-laboratory) setting. Some recently developed devices allow for the assessment of
multiple physiological and non-physiological variables, which may prove useful in
understanding the interaction between physiological responses and movement
characteristics in a field setting.
Thus, the purposes of this dissertation were to construct model(s) to be used in the
quantification of PL for players on National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
Division I (DI) soccer teams during training and competitions (i.e., field settings) using
recently developed technology, to assess the internal validity of the resulting

4

quantification model and to assess the degree of difference and similarity between the
scores of these new model(s) and the previously devised model(s).

Significance of these studies
At present, the majority of the model(s) for quantifying PL in a field setting rely on a
single collected value (typically HR). Study 1 assessed the efficacy of multiple fieldobtainable variables (i.e., HR, percent of maximal HR (%HRmax), percent of HR reserve
(%HRR), ventilation rate (VR), skin temperature (ST), activity (ACT), peak acceleration
(PkA), and posture (BP)) for use in the quantification of the PL experienced during
practice and competition sessions of all members of the soccer teams, including those
players who were not able to participate in the testing. Also, current PL quantification
•

schemes have not been validated against a gold-standard measure of workload (i.e., VO2).
•

The second study assessed the internal validity of the new models against VO2 data.
Previous studies which have compared exiting PL models only assessed the relationship
or difference between the PL scores of a few models. The third study compared the PL
scores from the new models and the scores from all other known models.

5

Review of Literature

Stress
Stress is a fundamental part of life. When a stress is put upon our bodies, whether
through psychological or physical means, we either cope with or surrender to the cascade
of deleterious effects of the acute assault. If we cope and thus survive, the body readies
itself for subsequent assaults as best it can through adaptations from the level of the cell
to the system.
The theoretical relationship between stress, strain and adaptation was presented in Dr.
Hans Selye’s General Adaptation Syndrome (133). The model proposed a dose-response
relationship between the stress (a stimulus which challenges the body) and the resulting
strain (the physiological response)*. The General Adaptation Syndrome is comprised of
the alarm reaction, the stage of resistance and the exhaustion stage (Figure 1.1). The
alarm reaction, denoted by the downward slope of the stasis line in Figure1.1, is induced
when an organism encounters a stress. The objective of the body is to invoke a response
that will slow and halt the strain, which is represented by the nadir of the stasis line
(Figure 1.1). In response, the organism enters the stage of resistance and responds in
three ways. Initially, there is a non-specific response to the stress; this is a response that
is the same regardless of the type of stress encountered (134). The specific response to
the stress attempts to protect the affected tissues and combat the stress in the local

*

In The Stress of Life (1978), Dr. Selye acknowledged the lack of integrity between his terminology and
that of the field of physics. In physics, “stress” refers to the load or force that is exerted, and “strain” is the
resulting internal response to the load or force that is being applied. Therefore, in accordance with this
revised stance, “stress” will refer to the external load placed upon an individual and “strain” will refer to
the internal physiological response.
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environment. The internal and systemic responses may inhibit or terminate the protective
response and thus surrender the affected tissue. The ability to resist the stress and the
adaptation to withstand a similar assault depends on the balance of these three reactions.

A stress that induces a moderate level of strain which is able to be overcome and
induces as super-compensation.
A stress that induces a high and immediate level of strain which requires a longer
period of recovery (a return to homeostasis). The “a” segment indicates that the stress
is managed and homeostasis is reached. The “b” segment indicates the organism
cannot resist (i.e., negate the effects of) the stress and homeostasis is not attainable and
thus exhaustion ensues.
This line indicates a stress that induces a high and immediate level of strain that is
greater than the counter shock and resistance capacities of the organism. Thus,
homeostasis is not reached and the organism (either in whole or part) is in threat of
death.

Figure 1.1. The General Adaptation Syndrome (This model is a combination of several
sources (132, 133, 135).

If the protective responses are able to overcome the stress given the organisms current
level of capacity, then a local (or system specific) adaptation occurs. These adaptations
induce a protective effect in which the organism has a greater capacity to manage the
same kind of threat. This increased capacity is referred to as “super-compensation.” This
adaptive response is seen in the immune response from a vaccine, where an organism is
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subjected to a compromised version of a virus (the stress) and is able to develop the
antibodies necessary to combat that virus. However, if the strain is too great, either by
acute magnitude or chronic exposure, the organism cannot regain homeostasis and enters
the stage of exhaustion. In this phase, the damage to the organism presents a lethal threat
to the cell, the tissue, the systems, or the organism itself.
Therefore, it is important for the survival of the organism that stresses produce a level
of strain that can be overcome. With recovery, the potential for super-compensation also
exists.

Physical activity
Physical activity has been described as “any bodily movement produced by skeletal
muscles that results in energy expenditure” (35). Physical activity has been seen as a
source of stress to both the local (i.e., muscle) and systemic (i.e., cardiovascular)
environments. In response to engaging in physical activity there can be increases in
oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production by working muscles, HR, cardiac
output, breathing (ventilation) rate and sweat rate. The level of response is proportional
to the amount of strain combined.
In accordance with the GAS model, if an individual engages in regular moderate
physical activity they can induce an increased level of fitness in the systems that are
challenged. Thus the resulting increase in fitness level as indicated by the ability to
perform the same absolute workload (i.e., stress) at a lower physiological cost (i.e.,
strain), can be seen as what Selye called “super-compensation.”
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Moderate-intensity exercise
Exercise is “a subset of physical activity that is planned, structured, and repetitive and
has as a final or an intermediate objective the improvement or maintenance of physical
fitness” (35). The greatest health benefits come from strategies that promote regular
physical activity (8, 101, 121, 136). The benefits are realized psychologically, physically
and physiologically. Some of the benefits from engaging in regular moderate-intensity
physical activity are enhanced mood (89), reduced depression symptoms (38, 64, 114),
reduced depression and anxiety disorders (123, 141, 148), reduced risk of developing
high blood pressure (148), some cancers (23, 104) and developing diabetes (148), and a
decreased risk of premature death and death (148). An extensive review of exercise
recommendations and benefits of exercise has been written by Warburton and colleagiues
(151).
Organizations such as the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM), the World
Health Organization (WHO) and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
have advocated regular moderate-intensity exercise in order to attain health benefits from
exercising. The ACSM states that people should engage in moderate-intensity exercise
three to five times each week for 20 – 60 minutes at a time (6). The ACSM classifies
•

•

moderate-intensity exercise as 40 – 59 % of VO2 reserve or HR reserve (%VO2R, and
%HRR, respectively), or 55 – 69 % of maximal HR (%HRmax), or a Rating of Perceived
Exertion score 12 - 13 on the Borg Rating of Perceived Exertion Scale (6). The WHO
(158) and the CDC (36) guidelines state that adults should engage in as “least 150
minutes (2 hours and 30 minutes) a week of moderate-intensity.” The WHO and CDC
•

define moderate-intensity as the intensity that increased VO2 by “3.0 to 5.9 times the
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intensity of rest” in absolute terms, or in relative terms a 5 or 6 on the Borg CriterionReference 10 point (CR10) Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE) scale (28) (Table 1.1).

Table 1.1. Borg criterion referenced 10-point rating of perceived exertion scale (27)
0.0
0.3
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
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10.0
●

Nothing at all

“No P”

Extremely weak
Very weak

Just noticeable

Weak

Light

Moderate
Strong

Heavy

Very Strong

Extremely strong

“Max P”

Absolute maximum

Highest possible

Vigorous-intensity exercise
The WHO (158) and the CDC (36) guidelines also advocate 75 minutes per week of
vigorous-intensity aerobic physical activity in lieu of their moderate intensity physical
activity recommendations. Vigorous-intensity physical activity is defined in absolute
terms as an activity “performed at 6.0 or more times the intensity of rest for adults” (158)
or an CR10 RPE score of 7 or 8 on the CR10 scale (36, 158).
Researchers have compared the vigorous- and moderate-intensity exercise and have
found similar beneficial effects, such as an association with reduction in state anxiety (67,
110, 123), and improvements in performance capacity (129). Working out at a vigorousintensity has been shown to result in greater performance gains than exercising at a
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moderate-intensity (129). Also, Bartlett and colleagues (20) found that their participants
enjoyed vigorous-intensity exercise more than moderate-intensity exercise, which may
affect adherence rates.

Negative effects of exercise
Research studies support the assertion that too much exercise can produce negative
effects. An increase in the amount of training has been associated with increases in mood
disturbances in a dose-response pattern (124). Too much training (i.e., strain) can also
lead to staleness and eventually overtraining. Staleness has been defined as “a state in
which the athlete has difficulty maintaining standard training regimens and can no longer
achieve previous performance results (i.e., performance decline)” (66). Overtraining has
been defined as “a long-lasting performance incompetence due to an imbalance of sportspecific and non-sport-specific stressors and recovery with atypical cellular adaptations
and responses.” (138). Therefore, staleness may be seen as a precursor to overtraining.
This dose-response relationship between training and staleness has been observed in
swimmers (111, 113), speed skaters (65), rowers (125), and wrestlers (111). Stale
athletes have been known to exhibit sleep disturbances and emotional distress (112), and
possibly clinical depression (111). Morgan and colleagues (113) found that 64% and
60% of elite male and female long distance runners, respectively, have been stale at some
point in their training history. The only known cure for staleness is “rest, and possibly a
cessation of training for several weeks” (124) or longer as the effects of staleness can
persist for as long as six months (19). Due to the greater severity of overtraining, athletes
may require longer periods of rest and recovery before they can start to train again.
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Vigorous-intensity exercise has also been associated with increases in illness (7, 50),
and injury (7).

Sports
Athletes engage in purposeful bouts of exercise (i.e., training) which combine
activities of varying (from low- to vigorous-) intensities on a regular basis to achieve the
desired performance level, with the understanding that vigorous-intensity activities are
necessary in order to obtain high performance capabilities (83). Selye’s GAS model was
adopted by American weightlifters as a model for understanding the relationship between
training loads and training adaptations. It was advocated that athletes should invoke an
alarm reaction and the resistance phase but not induce the exhaustion phase as that would
be counterproductive (60). Combined with a recovery/ rest period, bouts of different
intensities can be scheduled to lead to adaptations (i.e., super-compensation). The GAS
model has been redrawn to illustrate the potential outcomes (Figure 1.2).
The principles and stages of the GAS model are woven into the tenets and precepts of
periodization (Figure 1.3). Periodization is the planning of the distribution of training
stress; that is the combination of different training volumes and intensities, over a
prescribed period of time. By varying the training stress, coaches and trainers are able to
focus their attention on the development of specific adaptations (such as strength and
agility) and abilities (such as psychological and technical skills). Sports scientists and
coaches in the Soviet Union and Eastern Block countries worked extensively to devise
periodized training programs for their athletes. Most of these complex programs were
designed to be implemented over a four-year period to prepare athletes for the Olympic
Games. Today, periodized plans are shorter and generally more simple; focusing
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primarily on the physical training and covering only a one year period.
Super-compensation
Reduction in supercompensation

Homeostasis

Return to homeostasis

Pre-exercise

Training

Recovery

Compensation

Extended rest

Time
Key
A stress level that induces a moderate level of strain which is able to be overcome and
induces as super-compensation.
A stress level that does not induce enough of a strain to induce super-compensation.
This line indicates a stress that induces a high and immediate level of strain that takes
longer than the prescribed recovery period.

Figure 1.2. Adaptation of Selye’s General Adaptation Syndrome to 3 exercise training
intensities (i.e., 3 levels of stress).

Key
Workload/ stress that induces a very low level of strain, with very low super-compensation
during the recovery phase
Workload/ stress that induces a low level of strain, with low super-compensation during the
recovery phase
Workload/ stress that induces a moderate level of strain, with super-compensation during the
recovery phase
Workload/ stress that induces a high level of strain, with no super-compensation during the
recovery phase

Figure 1.3. Theoretical adaptations to four different workloads in a periodized model.
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One of the principle goals of a periodized program is to have an athlete peak at a
desired time, usually a specific sporting event (e.g., the championship event) (25, 26).
The other principle goal of periodization is to balance the distribution of training stress to
produce overreaching but prevent the development of staleness and overtraining during a
training period (25, 26). Like staleness and overtraining, overreaching is signified by a
period of diminished capabilities (126). However, overreaching is a planned
physiological state. After being achieved, it is followed by a period of rest so the athlete
may recover and then (hopefully) super-compensate. Overtraining and staleness are
unintended results of too much training stress, where the time required for recovery is not
scheduled in the program. This additional recovery time is a disruption of the training
program, which may affect the ability to peak at the desired time.
When a coach plans a training sessions, the training load (or workload) is prescribed
in either volume or intensity terms. Typical volume metrics are the number of miles run
in a week, the number of kilometers swum in a week, or the amount of weight lifted (the
number of sets multiplied by the number of repetitions multiplied by the amount of
weight lifted) in a session. Typical intensity measures are distance run at a pace, HR
•

•

•

•

(target HR, %HRR, or %HRmax) or VO2 (VO2, %VO2R or %VO2max) values, or percent
of one repetition maximum (1RM) lifted. Thus, periodization is a way to manage the
training load (stress) and not a mechanism for determining and assessing the individual’s
response or the PL (strain).
Sports also present temporal and performance constraints on the competitors. If
someone who engages in regular exercise becomes overreached, or even overtrained,
they can cease exercising in order to recover and experience limited repercussions.
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However, an athlete’s training schedule (if designed properly) will lead them to peak at
the correct time, usually a competition event. Failure to peak at this point due to
overtraining can be personally devastating for the athlete and may have financial
consequences, especially for sponsored athletes (i.e., Olympians and university studentathletes) and professional athletes and teams. Therefore, a system which can reliably and
validly track the physiological responses of and resulting strain on athletes over time is
needed.

Predicting performance
Banister and colleagues (15) created a model to predict competitive performance
(Figure 1.4). This model focused on the factors that could affect performance and
therefore tried to integrate factors such as training, physical capabilities, skill level,
psychological skills and state, as well as fatigue. The model was constructed on the
premises that an exercise session induces a level of fatigue and that the fatigue level is
mediated by an individual’s level of fitness. This model was later simplified (115) and
focused on the levels of fitness and fatigue produced by a bout of exercise (Figure 1.5).
This early research led to the development of the first model to quantify the physiological
response to exercise sessions.
The early model (15) for determining TRIMP† values utilized a mixed-model
approach, later models (12, 69, 116, 147) then replicated this approach. In the mixedmodel approach, data from the chosen physiological variable (e.g., blood lactate and HR)
was transformed into a quantifiable number, the TRIMP, for the measured practice and/
†

In 1975, Banister and colleagues (15) devised the term “TRIMP”, a combination and contraction of the
terms ‘training’ and ‘impulse’, to refer to their physiological load value. Owing to the early research by
Banister and colleagues, this research is generally referred to as “TRIMPs research.” The term “TRIMP”
will be used generally to refer to the physiological load. For the sake of specificity, subscripts will be used
to indicate specific TRIMP methodologies.
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or competition sessions. TRIMP values were approximated for non-sport sessions (i.e.,
weight lifting). TRIMP values for these sessions were approximated because HR and
•

VO2 responses during these non-sport sessions did not correlate well with work
performed due to the work-rest ratios (143). As both the sport and non-sport training
sessions were expressed in the same terms, they could be combined to present daily and
weekly TRIMPs. While this method of quantifying load is useful for coaches, these early
approaches have not been validated. This review only considers those studies that use
values that assess the physiological strain for use in developing PL quantification models
and not the mixed-model approaches.

Figure 1.4. Banister and colleagues initial model of factors affecting athletic
performance (18) © 1982, from Physiological Testing of the Elite Athlete. Used with
permission from the Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology.
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Figure 1.5. The simplified model for the prediction of performance levels based on
endurance training. (115) Reproduced with permission from the American Physiological
Society.

Methods for quantifying of PL
Different methods for determining the PL, also referred to as internal training load
(74), have been proposed. Most of the methods discussed here have correlated
laboratory-based variables for physiological tests with variables which are obtainable out
in a field-setting. All of these models collect a field variable that is then transformed into
a quantifiable term which can be summated for a single session and over multiple
sessions. These methods can be classified based on how the data are categorized for
quantification.
Some models, for example those presented by Banister and Hamilton (15), Mujika
and colleagues (116) and Fricker and colleagues (56), have beend called TRIMPS models
but, calculate TL rather than the PL. Therefore, they are presented only as points of
reference (Table 1.2).
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Table 1.2. Training load/ workload methodologies

Methodology
Mean-Intensity
3-Intensity Zone
5-Intensity Zone

Model
TRIMPFricker
TRIMP75
TRIMPMujika

TRIMPFricker = miles run • wz
TRIMPFricker (56) Zones w
5
5
4
4
3
3
2
2
1
1

Predictor
Variable
Miles run
Meters swum
Distance swum

Intensity level
Maximal

Light

TRIMP75 = (tz1 • wz1) + (tz2 • wz2) + (t z3 • wz3)
TRIMP75 (15)
Zones w Meters swum during these training activity
3
3 Quality training, speed swimming
2
2 Endurance training of harder intensity – long duration
1
1 Warming up and warming down
Also used in 30, 31
TRIMPMujika = (tz1 • wz1) + (tz2 • wz2) + (t z3 • wz3) + (tz4 • wz4) + (tz5 • wz5)
TRIMPMujika (116) Zones w
Speed
[HLa] Physiological Level
5
8 Not stated ~16
Maximal
4
5 Not stated ~10
High
3
3 Not stated
~6
<OBLA
2
2 Not stated
~4
@OBLA
1
1 Not stated
~2
<OBLA
Also used in 12, 69, 147
Key T = duration of exercise session in minutes
t = duration of time in each zone in minutes
HR = heart rate
%HRmax = percent of maximal heart rate
%HRR = percent of heart rate reserve
z = zone
w = weighting factor
[HLa] = concentration of lactate in blood
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Averaged-Intensity PL Methodologies
Three models have been found in the literature that quantify PL by multiplying the
averaged-intensity of the event (i.e., a training or competitive session) by the duration of
the event. The TRIMP80 (14), and TRIMP86 (17) used HR as their measurable
physiological response variable in their quantification schemes (see Table 1.3).‡ These
methods call for the average of only two or three HR values over an exercise bout to be
used in the calculation of the TRIMP score. However, TRIMP80 transforms HR values
into %HRmax values, while TRIMP86 transforms the HR data into %HRR terms. When
using the TRIMP80 equation, long periods of time at a low work intensity can produce the
same TRIMP value as a training session of shorter duration and higher intensity.
Therefore, an intensity moderator, noted as “y”, was introduced into the equation of the
TRIMP86 model (17). The “y” term is the best-fit regression equation from lactate curve
data. However, the data used to construct the lactate curves were not collected from
these study participants. Banister and colleagues developed gender-specific “y” terms
were generated (17).
The other averaged-intensity PL model utilized a psycho-physiological scale, the
criterion-referenced 10 point rating of perceived exertion scale (CR10), as the measure of
strain from an exercise session. The CR10 scale was devised to measure the perceived
intensity for short duration, steady state bouts of intensity which has been shown to be
correlated with HR and blood lactate values (117). It has since been used to measure the
intensity for exercise bouts (52, 53, 54). Hence, the session RPE (sRPE) method derives

‡

The appropriateness of heart rate as a measure of the physiological response for the
purposes of intensity determination will be presented in a separate section in this section.
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a TRIMP score by multiplying the RPE score collected after an exercise session by the
duration of the session (54).

Table 1.3. Averaged-intensity PL methodologies

Model
TRIMP80 (14)
TRIMP86 (17)

sRPE (54)

Predictor Outcome
Variable Variable Equation
%HRmax
NA
TRIMP80 = T • (x of 3HR values • 100/ HRmax)
%HRR
[HLa] TRIMP86 = T • (x
of 3 %HRR values) • y
1.92%HRR
ymale = 0.64e
yfemale = 0.86e1.67%HRR
CR10
NA
sRPE = T • CR10

Key CR10 = Borg’s Criterion Referenced 10 point RPE scale
HR = heart rate
HRmax = maximal heart rate
T = duration of exercise session in minutes
sRPE = Rating of Perceived Exertion for a session
x = mean value over the exercise session
%HRmax = percent of maximal heart rate
%HRR = percent of heart rate reserve

TRIMP80 was also used in 18.
TRIMP86 was also used in 115, 14, 16, 118, 119, 76, 92), 85, 120.
sRPE was also used in 52, 51, 53, 70, 57.

The use of RPE has been advocated as a reasonable replacement for HR tracking (52,
51, 55, 94, 96), but the correlations between the sRPE score and the HR-based TRIMPs
have produced a wide range of relationships. The correlations were weaker for soccer
players (r = 0.50 – 0.85) (74) than had been presented in previous research (r = 0.75 –
0.90) (51). Therefore, further analysis of this claim is needed.
One benefit to the TRIMP80, TRIMP86 and sRPE techniques do not require
technological devices. Heart rates can be taken by manual palpation and the CR10 RPE
scale can be written on a piece of paper. Therefore, they are readily suited for use in the
field and engender little to no cost.
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While these methodologies are all intuitively logical, validation and reliability studies
have not been conducted in the TRIMP80 and TRIMP86 models. Herman and colleagues
(70) proposed that the sRPE model is valid and reliable. Their reliability assessment was
supported by test – re-test data from laboratory setting. This model was designed for
application in the field, and as such this study is yet to be conducted. The coefficient of
determination between the sRPE score and the three measures of physiological strain,
•

%VO2peak, %HRpeak and %HRR (R2 = 0.76, R2 = 0.76, R2 = 0.71, respectively), were
•

lower than the coefficients of determination between these variables (%VO2peak and
•

%HRpeak R2 = 0.88; %VO2peak and %HRR R2 = 0.87; and %HRpeak and %HRR R2 = 0.98)
(70). These data indicate a weaker relationship between the psycho-pshyiological
measure and the physiological measures than between the physiological measures
themselves. Also, at the higher exercise intensities there was a much weaker relationship
between these sRPE and objective variables (70). These findings contradict the assertion
that the sRPE technique “might be a valid approach to evaluating even very highintensity exercise” (53). Therefore, the validity claim should be taken with caution.
Additionally, the sRPE methodology (54) utilizes a subjective psychometric measure of
the physiological response as the intensity variable and not a direct and objective
physiological response measure. Due to the duration of the exercise sessions and the
work-to-rest ratios, the use of the RPE score should be used with caution. In an attempt
to reduce the potential effect of the last activity on the RPE rating for the session, the
sRPE score was taken thirty minutes after the conclusion of the exercise session (51, 52,
53, 54) which may not always be possible. No study has been conducted to determine if
there is a difference in RPE scores if they were to be taken at the conclusion of or thirty
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minutes after the exercise session. Therefore, PL models based on physiological
measures may be more accurate.
The TRIMP80, TRIMP86, and sRPE methodologies only present a cumulative value
and not data about the physiological responses during the session. When working with
athletes, information about the physiological response over time and the different
workloads can be useful in tracking the fitness of an athlete and in modifying training
programs. These models do not provide this information.
Due to the fact that these methods average the physiological response, these methods
are most appropriate for use with steady state activities, like running or cycling, where
the physiological response will be steady. For longer exercise sessions where cardiac
drift may occur or exercise sessions with intermittent activities, these methods will not
provide accurate indications of the strain of the event.

3-Intensity Zone Methodologies
The development of portable telemetric HRMs and microcomputers able to capture
and store the telemetric HR data allowed new methodologies to be developed. With
these devices the HR responses from an exercise bout can be collected for detailed
analysis and used in a quantification scheme after the event. Lucia and colleagues (95)
developed a model (TRIMPLucia) to quantify the physiological response to exercise using
HR values anchored on ventilatory rather than HR responses of elite cyclists (Table 1.4).
In this model, the HR values were collected and then attributed to the appropriate zone.
The amount of time in minutes in each zone was then multiplied by the weighting factor
(w) for that zone. The TRIMP scores for each zone were then added to provide a total
TRIMP score for the session. By creating three categorical zones and assigning
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weighting factors to each zone, this method was able to characterize the amount of time
spent in different intensity zones and thus present the physiological responses to training
and to attach different metabolic costs to the work performed.

Table 1.4. 3-intensity zone PL methodologies

Model
TRIMPLucia (96)

Predictor
Outcome
Variable
Variable
%HRmax Ventilatory thresholds

General model = (tz1 • wz1) + (tz2 • wz2) + (t z3 • wz3)
Ventilatory
•
HR (bpm)
%HRmax %VO2max
TRIMPLucia (96) Zones w Thresholds
3
3
>RCP
> 173 + 3
> ~90
> ~90
2
2
VT-RCP
154 + 5 – 173 + 3 ~81 – ~90 ~70- ~90
1
1
<VT
< 154 + 5
< ~81
< ~70
Key bpm = heart rate beats per minute
HR = heart rate
t = duration of time in each zone in minutes
RCT = Respiratory Compensation Threshold (or RCP = Respiratory Compensation Point)
VT = Ventilatory Threshold
w = weighting factor
z = zone
%HRmax = percent of maximal heart rate
•
%VO2max = percent of maximal oxygen uptake

Also used in 40, 55, 47, 41, 128, 144.

The TRIMPLucia methodology (95) used a scientific and physiological approach,
utilizing HR values associated with ventilatory responses. The use of ventilatory
responses was proposed due to the relative stability of the ventilatory threshold (VT) and
respiratory compensation point (or threshold, RCP or RCT) (96).§

§

•

•

Ventilatory threshold (VT) was determined as the point at which ventilation over oxygen uptake (VE • V
O2 -1) and the end-tidal partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PETCO2) both increase with no concomitant
•
•
increase in minute ventilation over expired carbon dioxide (VE • VCO2 -1). Respiratory Compensation
•
•
•
•
Threshold/ Point (RCP) is determined as the point at which the slopes VE • VO2 -1 and VE • VCO2 -1
increase noticeably while PETCO2 starts to decrease.
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This methodology allows the duration spent in specific training intensity zones to be
tracked over time and thus can be useful in determining variations in training intensity.
Unlike the averaged-intensity models this model includes all HR response variables in the
calculation of the TRIMP score. By creating different zones, the researchers recognize
that there is variation in the intensity level during an activity session – either within the
same session or between sessions. This feature of the methodology therefore allows it to
be used in stochastic sports which are characterized by periods of varying intensities.
However, while this method does enhance the assessment of the PL, it does have a
few limitations. The first limitation is that there are only three levels of classification,
which is a result of the variable (i.e., ventilatory dynamics) chosen. While these
categories could be further divided, there is no physiological rationale for this. The
second limitation is the breadth of the zones. When utilizing the TRIMPLucia method,
time spent at a HR response of 160 (at the bottom of Zone 2) and 172 beats per min (at
the top Zone 2) are weighted the same. Also, this method categorizes training at 172 (at
the top of Zone 2) and 176 beats per min (at the bottom of Zone 3) differently while the
magnitude of the physiological response may be more similar than the prior illustration.
Also, to obtain the HR values associated with the ventilatory and respiratory
compensation thresholds, laboratory tests need to be conducted. These tests typically
have a cost associated with them and therefore may limit its ability to be used with some
individuals and groups.
Last, this methodology utilizes an arithmetic scale for the weighting factors. This is a
limitation in that there is no physiological basis for the numerical value of the weighting
factor and for the difference between weighting factors for each stage.
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5-Intensity Zone Methodologies
Models with five intensity zones have also been proposed (Table 1.5) as well. They
function in the same manner as the TRIMPLucia model when calculating TRIMP scores.
These methodologies (43, 137, 157) track HR during training or competitive sessions as
the physiological response variable (Tables 1.5). However, they differ with regards to the
ranges of their zones and their weighting factors. TRIMPWood (157) and TRIMPmod (137)
associate HR values with blood lactate responses as the physiological determinant for
their categorical zones. The Heart Zone Training system (HZT) (43) uses zones of tenpercent of %HRmax. The TRIMPWood method modified a previously created model (116)
which sets the zones at arbitrary lactate zones, with the exception being Zone 2 which is
set to contain the onset of blood lactate (OBLA; 4 millimolar of lactate • liter of blood-1
(mmol • l-1)). The intensity zones for the TRIMPmod technique were established using the
extrapolated values of lactate threshold (LT, 1.5 mmol • l-1) and the OBLA to anchor
Zones 2 and 4, respectively. Zones of 7% of HRR (which was referred to as the
fractional elevation of HR) were created, thus establishing the five intensity zones.
Edwards (43) provided no rationale for creating zones that were 10%.
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Table 1.5. 5-intensity zone PL methodologies
General Model: score = (tz1 • wz1) + (tz2 • wz2) + (t z3 • wz3) + (tz4 • wz4) + (tz5 • wz5)

Model
HZT (43)
TRIMPWood (157)
TRIMPmod (137)

Predictor
Outcome
Variable
Variable
%HRmax
NA
relative HR values
NA
%HRR
[HLa]

Model
HZT (43)

Zones
5
4
3
2
1
TRIMPWood (157)
5
4
3
2

TRIMPmod (137)

w
5
4
3
2
1
16
10
6
4

1

2

5
4
3
2
1

5.16
3.61
2.54
1.71
1.25

Intensity
Redline
Threshold
Aerobic
Temperate
Healthy Heart
Maximal
High
> OBLA
@ OBLA

HR values
90 – 100 %HRmax
80 – 90 %HRmax
70 – 80 %HRmax
60 – 70 %HRmax
50 – 60 %HRmax
>(HRmax-5bpm)
(HRVT+5bpm) – (HRmax-5bpm)
(HRVT-5bpm) – (HRVT+5bpm)
[50% HRR + ((HRVT-5bpm) –
50% HRR)/2] – (HRVT-5bpm)
< OBLA
50%HRR – [50% HRR +
((HRVT-5bpm) – 50% HRR)/2]
Maximal
93 – 100 %HRR
OBLA
86 – 96 %HRR
Steady State
79 – 86 %HRR
Lactate Threshold 72 – 78 %HRR
Moderate
65 – 71 %HRR

Key bpm = heart rate beats per minute
e = Naperian natural logarithm = 2.71828182845904
HR = heart rate
OBLA = Onset of Blood Lactate Accumulation (4.0 millimolar of lactate • l-1 blood)
T = duration of exercise session in minutes
t = duration of time in each zone in minutes
w = weighting factor
x = %HRR
z = zone
%HRmax = percent of maximal heart rate
%HRR = percent of heart rate reserve
[HLa] = concentration of lactate in blood

HZT was also used in 51, 53.
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Each methodology used a different type of weighting scales. The TRIMPmod model
utilized an exponential line of best-fit regression equation to generate a formula for their
weighting factors. The TRIMPWood method uses the approximated lowest lactate values
of each zone as the weighting factor. The difference between the first three zones is 2
units and then it increases to 4 and 6 units for the highest two zones, respectively. This
design is similar to that proposed by Mujika and colleagues (116) (Table 1.2), however
the TRIMPWood technique used the approximated lactate values from the TRIMPMujika
model as their weighting factor. The only standard lactate values used in the TRIMPWood
model is OBLA (i.e., 4 mmol • l-1) and possibly LT (which has been presented as either
1.5 or 2.0 mmol • l-1). Similar to TRIMPLucia, the HZT method employs a linearly
increasing scale where the zone numeral is the weighting factor.
TRIMPmod utilizes a team-approach to their analysis by utilizing all of the lactate
values from the sub-maximal and maximal effort tests to create the lactate curve from
which they generated their weighting factors (143). This is a unique approach.
TRIMPWood was generated for a single distance runner (157). No information about the
formation of the HZT model was presented.
These methods, similar to the TRIMPLucia method, are useful in characterizing the
response to the activity; however they all create a low level threshold. Therefore, any
time spent below this low level threshold will not be incorporated into the TRIMP score.
Thus, as stated previously, each of these methods exclude data below this threshold.
Therefore, during an exercise bout if athletes are able to recover quickly and reach HR
values below these thresholds, that data would not be considered in the calculation of the
TRIMP value. An analysis of the data used in one of our studies with youth ice hockey
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players (155) revealed that during training sessions between 0.0 – 20.4% and 1.4 – 38.1%
of the data were not included in the TRIMP score when utilizing the HZT and the
TRIMPmod models, respectively. Therefore, the HZT and TRIMPmod scores for the events
tracked did not produce accurate PL scores. This fact complicates comparing different
exercise bouts.
As these methods have narrow exercise intensity zones, activities of similar
intensities are more likely to be classified together and likewise different intensities to be
classified differently. This can be seen as an improvement over the TRIMPLucia method.
TRIMPmod and TRIMPWood models associate the HR responses during field work with
the blood lactate response from laboratory testing. This allows the HR response to be
correlated to a standard measure of workload intensity which reflects the curvilinear
nature of the physiological and metabolic costs of workload differences. The weighting
factors for the TRIMPmod (137) method were established from the regression equation
utilizing the lactate responses at given %HRR values for all study participants. The
researchers chose to base their equation on the Naperian logarithm, similar to Banister
and colleagues (17). This type of analysis assumes that the HR and [HLa] responses for
individuals are similar, which could be seen as a limitation. However, this was a rather
homogeneous sample and thus the generation of a single regression equation from these
data can be seen as a technique to deal with what would otherwise be a data set with only
a few values.
For athletes working without coaches or with a limited budget, the HZT method can
be used as no testing is required to determine the zones. A HRmax can either be predicted
or taken from a training session (43). However, the lack of physiological criteria for the
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creation of the five zones is a limitation. Also, the use of linear weighting factors in this
model presents the same limitations as with the TRIMPLucia model. Therefore, the
sceictific basis for this model should be explored before it is used in scientific research.
While the establishment of five zones is an improvement on the previously discussed
methods, some have still seen this as too few categories for properly classifying the
“large number of training variables” incorporated into training programs by coaches (69).

Continuous-tracking PL Methodologies
Recognizing the limitations of the previous models and with the ability to
continuously measure, methods were devised to provide a weighting for each HR data
point. As such, all of these models track HR and express it in relative terms, the
TRIMPMillet and TRIMPi models use %HRR (98, 107) and TRIMPfit uses %HRmax (63)
(Table 1.6). Each of these methods also use the blood lactate concentration associated
with an observed HR value. TRIMPMillet (107) and TRIMPi (98) utilize equations similar
TRIMP86 (17). The TRIMPi method generates individual “y” terms, (noted as “yi”) for
each study participant, rather than using the general “y” terms used in the TRIMP86
model. The “yi” term is the exponential non-linear regression equation from each
individual’s lactate curve from the laboratory tests conducted. The TRIMPfit model
generates a unique best-fit polynomial regression equation for each participant.
The general benefit and strength of these models is that they incorporate each HR
value in the calculation of the TRIMP score. This allows the stochastic nature of training
sessions and competitions to be included.
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Table 1.6. Continuous-tracking PL methodologies

Model
TRIMPMillet (107)
TRIMPfit (63)
TRIMPi (98)
Model
TRIMPMillet (107)

TRIMPfit (63)
TRIMPi (98)

Predictor
Variable
%HRR
%HRmax
%HRR

Outcome
Variable
[HLa]
[HLa]
[HLa]

Equation
TRIMPMillet = ∑ (sr-1 • %HRRi • k)
kmale = 0.64 • %HRRi • e1.92%HRRi
kfemale = 0.86 • %HRRi • e1.67%HRRi
Individual best-fit polynomial of [HLa] against %HRmax
TRIMPi = ∑ (sr-1 • %HRR • yi)

Key e = Naperian natural logarithm = 2.71828182845904
sec = second
t/60 = rate for heart rate sampling expressed as a fraction of a minute
yi = individual best-fit equation for lactate curve
%HRRi = individual percent of heart rate reserve values
[HLa] = concentration of lactate in blood
sr = sampling rate of HR monitor (i.e., the number of values reported in 1 min)
∑ = sum of

TRIMPMillet was also used in 108.
TRIMPi was also used in 99.
While each of the models utilize each HR value in the computation of the PL score,
their methodologies are quite distinct. TRIMPMillet utilizes the same structure as the
TRIMP86 but it calculates a TRIMP score for each HR value rather than using the overall
average for the session. The “y” term in the TRIMP86 model is the same variable as the
“k” term in the TRIMPMillet model. This modification of the TRIMPMillet enhances it
utility with team sport athletes, but the use of an intensity moderator which is not based
on the [HLa] curve of the sampled group reduces the specificity of the TRIMP score.
The TRIMPi method addresses this generic “y” issue by using individualized intensity
moderators. TRIMPfit inputs the %HRmax value into unique third to fifth degree
polynomial best-fit equations from the lactate-%HRmax curves. It must be ensured that
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these formulae are physiologically reasonable. That is the curves produced cannot lead to
unrealistic lactate values (i.e., negative lactate values) at the lower HR values.
Overall the models previously developed for the quantification of PL have strengths
and weaknesses. Some of the impact of the limitations can be reduced by using them in
appropriate situations (i.e., using the TRIMP80 or TRIMP86 models with individuals
engaged in steady-state trainings and competitions). Combining the strengths of the
models to create a single methodological approach (i.e., model) is warranted.

Validity of heart rate
Nine of the ten models for determining the PL during exercise use HR as their field
measure. Therefore, it is important to review the appropriateness of using HR data
collected in the field as a measure of work and intensity as its utility has been criticized
(53).
Heart rate monitoring in the field has been possible since the 1970’s with the
production of telemetric monitoring straps that could detect the “R” segment of a heart
beat wave and portable microcomputers capable of storing the HR data. The devices
have been tested against standard electrocardiogram devices and have been shown to be
valid and reliable for the in situ determination of HR (1, 21, 34, 39, 42, 81, 84, 90, 97,
131, 146, 149).
Some researchers have expressed concerns about the use of HR as a measure of
•

intensity due to a diminishing correlation between it and VO2 at high intensities (10, 82).
•

To address this issue, Esposito and colleagues (46) collected HR and VO2 data on soccer
players during field tests at different intensities and found no statistical difference
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between the two variables at each intensity level. This supports the use of HR as a valid
and reliable measure of workload and energy expenditure for stochastic bouts of exercise.
•

While VO2 has been a very reliable variable in determining workload, the difficulty in
•

directly and continuously measuring VO2 during practice sessions has been recognized
(31).
Heart rate data has been collected and used by coaches and researchers in field
settings. It has been asserted that HR is “the most useful parameter for evaluating the
level of intensity attained during training sessions and competitions in professional
cycling” (95), and “seems to be one of the best objective ways to quantify aerobic
training intensity” (1, 61, 74). It has also been proposed as a useful variable in clinical as
well as recreational sports setting (82).
Methodological concerns about tracking HR using monitors during an entire exercise
session have been expressed (53, 54, 55). It cannot be denied that technological devices
do not always function as desired and that human participants are not always compliant.
However, these issues can be addressed and managed. The equipment should be
regularly assessed and if necessary tested to ensure the units are functioning properly. To
increase adherence, researchers (and coaches) should express their rationale for and the
benefits of being tracked. It may also be possible to check with participants (and
athletes) to make sure they are wearing the necessary equipment. When working with
participants and athletes remotely, there is less control and ability to ensure adherence,
and therefore explaining the importance and benefits of wearing the monitor and sending
the collected data are more crucial. Today, devices such as the Polar Team Heart Rate
Monitoring Systems require only a chest-worn HRM for the collection of data.
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Therefore, only one piece of equipment is required, which increases the simplicity of the
process. It should also be noted that the concerns over the collected HR data were
expressed in a study which proposed a non-HR methodology for quantifying training
intensity (53), and the principle researcher had collected HR data in this study and in
subsequent studies (53, 55). Eniseler (45) expressed a contradictory opinion stating
“since heart rate data collection is not complicated and causes little inconvenience to the
players, it can be speculated that the HR values can be used as a key variable to estimate
playing intensities during a soccer game.” Several studies have advocated the use of
HRMs during physical exercise as a method of determining the physiological response
(81, 84, 131, 146).
The models that collect HR data for the duration of a training session, typically for 1
– 2 hours, result in a large amount of data that must be downloaded and then processed.
Therefore, the methods that propose the collection of HR values during an entire exercise
session require more time to produce a TRIMP score that the Averaged-Intensity
methods. However, the richness of the data and ability to analyze specific periods during
the session may outweigh this perceived inconvenience.
Therefore, HR data during the entirety of an exercise bout is useful and when possible
should be collected.
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Summary
Athletes subject themselves to stress on a regular basis with the goal of improving
their performance. While it is important to know and plan their training load, it may be
more useful to calculate their strain, as measured by the physiological load, in response to
training and competition. Several methodologies have been proposed and utilized over
the years, and each group of techniques as well as each individual technique has strengths
and limitations.
Researchers have called for other measures to be considered as indicators of strain in
the hopes of developing a more sensitive multifaceted methodology for the quantification
of PL (37, 45, 52, 69, 116). As this review indicates, most of the current methodologies
use a single variable, HR, as the measure of intensity, and lactate, as the measure of
work.

Statement of Purpose
The primary purpose of this dissertation was to construct models to be used in the
quantification of physiological load for National Collegiate Atheltic Association (NCAA)
Division I (DI) soccer players using recently developed technology. Secondary purposes
of this dissertation were to assess the internal concurrent validity of these resulting
quantification models and to assess the degree of difference and similarity between the
scores of the new models and the previously developed models.
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Aims of the Study
The overall aims of this dissertation were to devise mathematical models (or possibly
a single model) for quantifying the PL of soccer players during practice and competition
sessions. This was achieved by:
1. determining a set of valid and reliable field-obtainable continuous variables,
2. determining the levels of difference and agreement between the proposed PL
quantification model(s) (PLQ) (women’s model: PLQWS, men’s model:
PLQMS),
3. assessing the validity of each proposed model,
4. comparing the scores from the PLQ models to the scores from the PL models
presented by other researchers.

Hypotheses
Multiple hypotheses were developed pertaining to the overall and specific aims. It
was hypothesized that:
1. the resulting mathematical models (i.e., equations) would incorporate
multiple variables,
2. the variable(s) incorporated in the models with %HRR would be ventilation
rate (VR) and/ or “activity” (ACT),
3. the PLQWS model would be different from the PLQMS model due to
physiological and training differences between the two teams,
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4. due to greater levels of fitness, the scores generated from the PLQMS model
would be lower than the scores from the PLQWS model when the same data
were entered into each equation,
5. the scores from the PLQWS and PLQMS models would be strongly to verystrongly correlated (r > 0.60) with the objective measures of physiological
work for the stages of the sub-maximal effort tests and would have a high
level of agreement between the measured and predicted objective measures of
PL,
6. entering the same data into the PLQWS and the PLQMS and the previously
presented models would result in statistically different PL scores, resulting in
some statistically different scores and a wide range of correlations.
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SECTION 2: Methodology
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Study design
Two NCAA Division I collegiate soccer teams were recruited to participate in this
study. A women’s soccer team was recruited for the first round of data collection. A
men’s soccer team was recruited for the second round of data collection.
The players were enrolled in the study before their pre-season practice started.
Enrollment consisted of completing the Informed Consent Documents and Health History
Questionnaire (see Appendix B and C) as stipulated by the Institutional Review Board
(IRB) at the University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee (UWM). For those players under the
age of 18 years old, their assent and their parent’s consent were obtained. During an
introductory session, participants completed the aforementioned documents. At that
time, the nature of the study and what they would be asked to do was explained.
After their enrollment but prior to the start of their pre-season training, participants
completed sub-maximal and maximal effort tests in the Human Performance Lab in room
130 of Enderis Hall on the campus of UWM. For the testing of the women’s soccer
players the starting stage for the sub-maximal test began at a speed which induced a HR
of ~140 beats per min. At the beginning of each stage the speed was increased by 0.8 km
• hr-1. Willing participants were allowed to continue past LT. The duration of each stage
was 6 min. Male participants completed a sub-maximal protocol with a fixed starting
speed. Their protocol increased incline by the same amount but increased speed by 2.0
km • h-1 at the beginning of each 6 min stage.
Participants wore the Zephyr Bioharness around the chest, inferior to their pectoral
muscles, and a Polar Team1 HRM superior to the pectoral muscles and inferior to the
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clavicle bones. Both devices were in contact with the participant’s skin. The participants
also wore the Cortex MetaMax 3B portable gas analyzer for continuous gas analysis.
During the test HR was noted at each minute using a Polar microcomputer (e.g., a
wrist-worm display device) which can detect the telemetric signal from the Polar Team1
HRM and the Zephyr OmniSesne Live software program. During the fifth minute, the
participant/ athlete provided their subjective rating of the difficulty of the test using a
modified version of the Borg Criterion Reference 10-point RPE scale (mCR10). In
addition, a sample of blood was drawn from a fingertip for analysis to determine the
concentration of lactate in the blood ([HLa]). A 50 microliter (50 µl) sample was drawn
from the women and a 5 µl sample was drawn from the men as per the requirements of
the analysers.
Two Human Performance Lab Modified Conconi (HMC) protocols were used to
•

assess maximal values (i.e., HR, VO2 and [HLa]). The HMC protocols are ramped
protocols, where the speed and incline are increased alternately (see Tables 2.4 and 2.5).
During this test, the participants wore the same equipment as in the sub-maximal effort
test. Again, HR and RPE were collected at the end of each 1 min stage. The stages were
1 min in duration and therefore did not produce a steady–state in [HLa], thus a sample for
the determination of [HLa] was only taken 1 min after the conclusion of the test.
Participants/ athletes wore the Polar Team1 HRM during all team events. This
included practices, scrimmages, and competitions. The participants/ athletes wore the
device in one of three positions: 1) around the chest and inferior to the pectoral muscles
with the transmitter belt across the front of the chest, 2) around the chest and inferior to
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the pectoral muscles with the transmitter belt across the back, or 3) superior to pectoral
muscles and inferior to clavicle bones.
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Aims and Hypotheses

Overall aim
The overall aim of this research project was to devise mathematical models to be used
in the quantification of PL during practices and competitions for female and male
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division I (DI) collegiate soccer
players. Data from the sub-maximal and maximal effort tests were used to construct
these models. This overall aim was obtained through the fulfillment of four specific
aims.

Specific aims and hypotheses
Specific aim 1
The first specific aim was to determine what variables (which can be collected in the
field in a continuous manner) produce the best mathematical model for the quantification
of PLs for soccer players.
This was accomplished by having players wear physiological monitors during their
sub-maximal and maximal effort tests. These monitors collected data on the following
variables: heart rate (HR), ventilation rate (VR), activity (ACT), percent of maximal heart
rate (%HRmax), body posture (BP), skin temperature (ST), and peak acceleration (PkA).
Percent of heart rate reserve (%HRR) was calculated using the Karvonen method (82).
The participants also wore a standard HRM and had blood samples collected for [HLa]
determination.
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Hypothesis 1
As exercise intensity increases, the variables listed above are expected to change.
Previous research has shown that a relative form of HR, either %HRmax or %HRR, to be a
reliable field-based measure of intensity. Hence, it was hypothesized that an equation
which incorporates multiple variables would produce the best-fit regression equation.

Hypothesis 2
As exercise intensity increases, VR and the amount of movement/ force produced by
the body increases as well. Therefore, it was further hypothesized that the VR and/ or
ACT values in conjunction with the %HRR values would produce a better fit equation
than using %HRR alone. It was expected that the combined interaction between
movement (as measured by the ACT value), the VR and %HRR would be a more
sensitive measure of physiological load.

Specific aim 2
Previous studies have shown that male and female soccer players are different with
regards to physical characteristics and physiological abilities (11, 73). Also, as the styles
of play are typically different between male and female soccer teams, the sport-specific
fitness requirements are different. Therefore, it was reasonable to expect that the PLQ
schemes would be different as well. The second specific aim was to determine if the two
newly proposed models were different from each other.

Hypothesis 3
It was proposed that these models would be different due to physical, physiological
and training differences between the two teams.
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Hypothesis 4
Some studies show that male soccer players may have a greater level of physical
•

•

fitness (i.e., lower VO2 and [HLa] at the same workload, higher VO2peak). Therefore, it
was hypothesized that the PLQMS model would produce a lower score that the PLQWS
model for the same bout of exercise and that the scores would be strongly related but
statistically different for the same exercise bout.

Specific aim 3
It is important to establish the level of relationship between the PL scores obtained
from the models and objective data obtained during the performance tests. A very strong
correlation between the scores and the data will establish the degree of validity for the
models. Therefore, the third specific aim was to determine the relationship between the
•

•

•

PL scores for each proposed model and the objective data (VO2-abs, VO2-rel, %VO2max,
•

and %VO2R) collected during the sub-maximal effort tests.

Hypothesis 5
The proposed PL quantification (PLQ) models used each available HR value.
Therefore it was hypothesized that there would be a strong to very-strong correlation
between the PLQ scores and the objective measures of physiological intensity for the
stages of the sub-maximal effort tests and a high level of agreement between the
measured and predicted objective measures of physical work.

Specific aim 4
The fourth specific aim was to compare this methodology to previously proposed
models of training load quantification.
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Hypothesis 6
The difference in the method of determination, the precision and the sensitivity of the
models constructed to quantify training load was expected to result in statistically
different TRIMP/ PL scores. It was expected that these scores would vary within and
between models, and thus the relationship to the PLQ score would change as well.
Hence, it was hypothesized that there would be a wide range of correlations between the
PLQ scores and the PL/ TRIMP scores when using the same dataset.

Timeline
Data collection for these studies began before the start of NCAA approved pre-season
training and continued for through the season.
Participants came into the HPL before their first testing session for an intake meeting.
During this meeting the nature and tasks of the study were presented and discussed, and
participants completed the necessary paperwork. Testing for the women’s team involved
two sessions. During the first session participants completed the sub-maximal effort test.
On the second visit, they completed the maximal effort test. The men completed both the
sub-maximal and maximal effort tests during the same visit. The test protocols were
explained during the intake meeting and then reiterated when the participants came in for
their testing session.

Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval
Approval for this study was obtained from the Institutional Review Board of the
University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee. The IRB study number was 07-02-172 (see
Appendix A).
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Consent procedure
Members of the teams were provided via e-mail with the Informed Consent
Document (ICD) and Health History Questionnaire (HHQ) prior to coming into the
Human Performance Lab (HPL) located in room 130 of Enderis Hall (2400 E. Hartford
Avenue, Milwaukee, WI 53211). Upon arrival, the purpose and procedures of the study
were reviewed with each participant. Participants were given an opportunity to ask
questions related to their participation in the study. They were informed that their
participation in any and all parts of the study was voluntary, and that they could withdraw
at any time for any reason and that while they may be asked for their reason they need not
provide one.
Each ICD form was reviewed by a member of the research team to ensure that the
document was complete (Appendices B (for women) and C (for men)).
Completed ICDs were filed in a file cabinet in a locked room.
Participants were offered a blank copy of the ICD to keep if they wished.

Assent procedures
For study participants who were under the age of eighteen years, consent was sought
and obtained from a parent or legal guardian and assent was obtained from the minor.
The details and expectations of the study were stated using terms that were ageappropriate for the assenting minor.

Health History Questionnaire
All study participants completed the Health History Questionnaire (HHQ) approved
for the study (Appendices B (for women) and C (for men)). The HHQ document was
reviewed by a trained member of the research team to ensure it was filled out completely
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and correctly. When appropriate, the participant was asked for more details regarding
injuries or illnesses experienced by either themselves or family members. When
participation in the study was determined to potentially exacerbate known conditions for
a given participant/ athlete, that individual was excluded from participation.

Equipment
Woodway Desmo slatted treadmill
(WOODWAY, Waukesha, WI, United States of America)
All laboratory–based sub–maximal and maximal effort tests were conducted on a
Woodway Desmo slatted treadmill. The unit has a speed range of 0.1 – 24.3 km • h-1 and
an incline range of 0.1 – 14.4 %. Speed and incline were controlled through an external
control panel by a member of the research team.

YSI Sport1500 Lactate Analyzer
(YSI, Yellow Springs, OH, United States of America)
The YSI Sport1500 Lactate Analyzer was used to measure the concentration of
lactate in lysed whole blood samples. A two-step chemical reaction is used to determine
the lactate concentration. This unit has been shown to be valid and reliable (2, 22, 103,
105, 152).
For analysis in a YSI 1500 Sport, samples of 50 µl of blood was hemolyzed in 100 µl
of buffer (Buffer: 10.0 ml stock buffer solution + 0.44 ml Triton X-100 detergent + 50 g
Sodium Fluoride (NaF) Anhydrous MW 42.0).
This device was used during the data collection with the women’s soccer team.
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Lactate Pro Analyzer
(Arkray Factory Inc., KDK Corporation, Shiga, Japan)
The Lactate Pro Analyzer measures the concentration of lactate in whole blood
samples. A two-step chemical reaction is used to determine the lactate concentration.
This unit has been show to be valid and reliable (103, 105; 122, 145).
Approximately 5 µl of blood were drawn into the sensor strip for the determination of
blood lactate concentration by the Lactate Pro.
This device was used during the data collection with the men’s soccer team.

MetaMax 3B Portable Gas Analysis System
(Cortex Biophysk, GmbH, Leipzig, Germany)
The MetaMax 3B is a breath-by-breath gas analysis system used for the determination
•

of oxygen uptake (VO2). The unit measures the volume of inspired and expired air using
a turbine and the amount of inspired and expired oxygen using a electrochemical cell.
The unit was calibrated as per manufacturer’s guidelines.

MetaSoft software (version 3.0)
(Cortex Biophysk, GmbH, Leipzig, Germany)
The MetaSoft software was used to download data from the MetaMax 3B and export
•

VO2 data for transformation and analysis.

Rating of Perceived Exertion Scale
Participants provided their subjective psychological rating of perceived exertion
(RPE) in reference to the modified Borg criterion referenced 10-point rating of perceived
exertion scale (mCR10) (Table 2.1).
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Table 2.1. Modified Borg criterion referenced 10-point rating of perceived exertion scale
(mCR10)
Rating of perceived exertion scale
(Modified criteria referenced 10-point scale)
0
.5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Nothing
Very, very slight
Very Slight
Slight
Moderate
Somewhat Hard
Hard
Very Hard
Very, very Hard
Maximal

Polar Team1 Heart Rate Monitors
(Polar Electro, Oy, Kempele, Finland)
During all laboratory–based sub–maximal and maximal effort tests HR data were
collected using chest–worn Polar Team1 coded heart rate monitors (HRM). The monitor
detects the R–R interval and by a proprietary mathematical formula determines the
number of peaks during a five second period. This methodology has been shown to be
valid and reliable for the in situ determination of HR (131, 149).
The HR data were broadcasted via radio telemetry and viewed in situ by using a Polar
microcomputer wrist–worn receiver.
The HR data were stored in a memory module in the HRM and downloaded to the
Polar ProTrainer 5 (version 5.00.100) Professional Training Software via a cabled
interface. The HR data were presented as the mean of the previous five-seconds. Each
monitor stored approximately eleven hours worth of HR data.
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Polar Vantage XL and F6 wrist–worn microcomputers
(Polar Electro, Oy, Kempele, Finland)
The Polar Vantage XL and F6 devices are wrist–worn microcomputers capable of
receiving the telemetric signal from the Polar Team1 HRM. One or both devices were
used during testing to determine in situ HR values.

Polar ProTrainer 5 (version 5.00.100) Professional Training Software
(Polar Electro, Oy, Kempele, Finland)
The Polar ProTrainer 5 (version 5.00.100) Professional Training Software (PPT
v.5.00.100) was used to download the HR data from each Polar Team 1 HRM. HR data,
expressed as five-second averages, were imported into the Microsoft Excel program for
further analysis.
Version 5.00.100 was not the current version. However, technical difficulties had
been experienced with the current version of the software when importing data from the
monitors. These issues were not existent in PPT v.5.00.100. There were no known
changes in the newer software that deemed the PPT v.5.00.100 to be less capable and less
preferable than the newer version.

Bioharness Physiological Monitoring System
(Zephyr Technologies, Inc, Auckland, New Zealand)
The Zephyr Bioharness Physiological Monitoring System was used to collect HR,
ventilation rate (VR), activity (ACT), body posture (BP), peak acceleration (PkA) and
skin temperature (ST) data. Data was viewed during testing using the OmniSense Live
software program and then exported from the OmniSense database using the OmniSense
Analysis software for use in Microsoft Excel.
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OmniSense Live (version 2.2.19) software
(Zephyr Technologies, Inc, Auckland, New Zealand)
OmniSense Live allowed for real-time tracking of the variables collected by the
Zephyr Bioharness via radio telemetry to a USB–antenna.

OmniSense Analysis (version 2.2.19) software
(Zephyr Technologies, Inc, Auckland, New Zealand)
OmniSense Analysis allowed for the review and export of the data for the variables
collected by the Zephyr Bioharness. Data collected during a test that was not able to be
collected by the OmniSense Live program was downloaded into this program for review
and export.

Microsoft Office Excel 2007
(Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, United States of America)
Excel is a database and data analysis program in the Microsoft Office package. This
program was used to review, transform and organize data for analysis by statistical
software packages (i.e., IBM SPSS Statistics 19 and Minitab 16).
This package was also used to construct the Bland-Altman Plots.

IBM SPSS Statistics 19
(International Business Machines Corp., Armonk, NY, United States of America)
IBM SPSS Statistics 19, a statistical analysis package, was used to run the nonregression based statistical analyses.
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Minitab (version 16)
(Minitab Inc., State College, PA, United States of America)
Minitab 16, a statistical analysis and mathematical program, was able to incorporate
multiple variables when running polynomial regression analyses. It was used to run the
univariate and multivariate regression analyses by linear and non-linear means to
construct the PL quantification models.

Variables
Blood lactate concentration ([HLa])
The lactate concentration from drawn blood samples was used as a measure of
exercise intensity. Resting blood lactate concentrations [HLa] range between 0.5 – 2.0
mmol • l-1 (62, 102).

Heart rate (HR)
The Polar Team1 monitors collected and presented HR data in 5 sec averages. The
Zephyr Bioharness monitor sampled and reported HR data at 1 Hz (1.008 seconds).

Activity (ACT)
The Zephyr Bioharness system contains a non-gyroscopically controlled tri-axial
solid-state accelerometer which measured the force of movement in the sagittal, frontal
and transverse planes. The movement forces were then summed and presented as a
single unit termed activity (ACT) in vector magnitude units (VMU). ACT values ranged
from 0 – 5.7 VMU. The Zephyr Bioharness monitor sampled data and reported ACT
data at 18 Hz (0.056 sec) and 1 Hz (1.008 sec), respectively.
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Ventialtion rate (VR)
The Zephyr Bioharness monitored ventilation rate, the number of breathes • min-1,
and data were sampled and reported at 18 Hz (0.056 sec) and 1 Hz (1.008 sec),
respectively.

Peak acceleration (PkA)
Peak acceleration (PkA) was determined as the maximum three-axis acceleration
magnitude achieved during the previous 1 sec epoch. PkA values had a measurement
range of 0 to 5.7 VMUs. The Zephyr Bioharness monitor sampled data and reported PkA
data at 18 Hz (0.056 sec) and 1 Hz (1.008 sec), respectively.

Posture (BP)
Posture (BP, the forward or backward tilt of the upper torso) has a measurement
range of -90.0 – 90.0, where a value of -90.0 indicated a posterior (backwards) lean and a
value of 90.0 indicates an anterior (forward) lean. BP was measured in degrees (°); a
positive or negative value indicates the direction of the tilt. The Zephyr Bioharness
monitor collected and presented BP data at 1 Hz (1.008 sec).

Skin temperature (ST)
Skin Temperature (ST) was determined using a near-infrared sensor in the Zephyr
Bioharness clip-on module with a range of 10 – 60° C. The Zephyr Bioharness monitor
collected and presented ST data at 1 Hz (1.008 sec).

Maximum heart rate (HRmax)
The OmniSense Analysis software for the Zephyr Bioharness calculated the HRmax
using the formula as presented by Inbar and colleagues (75) (Equation 2.1).
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HRmax = 205.8 – (0.685 • age)

2.1

Where “age” was the age of the participant/ athlete in whole years.

Percent of maximum heart rate (%HRmax)
The OmniSense Analysis software calculated the %HRmax using the formula in
Equation 2. 2 (75, 127).
%HRmax = HR • HRmax-1

2.2

Where “HR” was the heart rate data point of interest and “HRmax” was the maximum
heart rate as determined by the Inbar formula (Equation 2.1).

Percent of Heart Rate Reserve (%HRR)
Karvonen and Vuorimaa (81) devised an alternative formula for the determination of
a percent of maximum HR . This formula is more sensitive than the %HRmax formula
(Equarion 2.1) as it takes into consideration not just the maximum HR but also the
minimum (or resting) HR (Equation 2.3).
%HRR = (HRexer – HRrest) • (HRmax – HRrest)-1

2.3

Where “HRexer” was the HR data point of interest, “HRrest” was the resting HR value, and
“HRmax” was the maximum HR. In place of a true resting HR for the HRrest value for
each study participant/ athlete, the lowest HR value recorded while wearing the HRM
was used. HRmax was determined from the maximal effort test that the participant/ athlete
completed.

Physiological Tests
All participants/ athletes wore a Polar Team1 HRM and a Zephyr Bioharness
Physiological Monitor during the completion of the physiological tests. The Polar HRM
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was worn across the chest superior to the pectoral muscles and inferior to the clavicles.
The Zephyr Bioharness was worn inferior to the pectoral muscles. The contact areas of
both of the devices were moistened with water before the initiation of the tests.
While the objective of testing the participants was to determine their physiological
response to set workloads, the safety of the athletes/ participants was the first
consideration. Therefore, if it was determined that completing the test would reduce an
athlete’s ability to participate in practices or competitions, they were not tested. When it
was deemed by a member of the research team that it was not safe for the participant/
athlete to continue, the test was stopped. When possible, any testing sessions not started
or completed were rescheduled.

Sub-maximal effort treadmill protocols
In order to determine the physiological response to given workloads and to determine
the lactate threshold (LT) for each study participant/ athlete treadmill–based sub–
maximal effort tests were conducted. The incline of the treadmill was set at 1% for all
stages of the sub-maximal effort test to simulate wind–resistance (79). An increase in
speed was the only means of increasing difficulty used during the test.
Each stage during the test lasted for 6 min. The duration of the stage was set at 6 min
because steady–state in the variables of interest is achieved by 5 min at pre–LT
intensities, and thus the sixth minute was used for collection of stage–representative data
(88).
Heart rate values were recorded from both the Polar HRM and the Zephyr Bioharness
every minute. Just after the start of the fifth minute of each stage, participants were asked
to rate the difficulty of the stage using the mCR-10 RPE scale (Table 2.1). A blood
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sample was then drawn from a lanced fingertip for [HLa] determination. The participant
was then asked if they could continue. If they indicated that they could continue, the
speed was increased. A test ended when it was deemed that it was no longer safe for the
participant to continue or if the participant indicated either verbally or by a gesture that
they did not wish to continue.
The tests conducted with the women’s soccer team started at a speed which elicited a
HR response of approximately 140 beats • min-1. Speed was increased by 0.8 km • h-1
(see Table 2.2). The test was revised for the data collection with the men’s soccer team
(see Table 2.3). This sub-maximal effort test had a set starting point. The minimum data
required for this study was obtained by having participants run until LT. Lactate
threshold was indicated by an increase in [HLa] > 1 mmol • l-1 from the [HLa] value of
the previous stage and a value >4 mmol • l-1. Participants willing to continue past LT
were allowed to do so, data gathered beyond LT was used in the construction of the
[HLa]-HR curve.
Due to the difference in starting speeds between-participant statistical analyses were
not possible for the data from the women’s team. Therefore, a submaximal protocol
using a standardized starting speed was used with the men’s team. If a sub-maximal
effort test started at a speed that was too slow and did not progress quickly enough, the
test could last for an inordinate amount of time. Previous experience has lead to the
determination that athletes who were not engaged in running sports prefer not to run
longer than 36 min. Therefore, the change of speed between stages was also reevaluated. Starting at 6.0 km • h-1 was chosen as it is a brisk walk and 8.0 km • h-1 is a
light jog for most of the athletes/ participants. Increasing the speed by 2.0 km • h-1
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between stages led pilot tests to be completed within 36 min and for LT to be identified
easily.

Table 2.2. Sub-maximal effort protocol – variable start
Start
0:00
6:00
12:00
18:00
24:00
30:00
36:00
42:00
48:00

End Incline (%)
Speed (km • h-1)
Speed (mi • h-1)
Starting HR ~140 beats • min-1 Starting HR ~140 beats • min-1
6:00
1
+0.80/ stage
+0.5/ stage
12:00
1
“
18:00
1
“
“
24:00
1
“
“
30:00
1
“
“
36:00
1
“
“
42:00
1
“
“
48:00
1
“
“
54:00
1
“

Table 2.3: Sub-maximal effort protocol – standardized start
Start
0:00
6:00
12:00
18:00
24:00
30:00
36:00
42:00
48:00

End Incline (%) Speed (km • h-1) Speed (mi • h-1)
6:00
1
6.0
3.7
12:00
1
8.0
5.0
18:00
1
10.0
6.2
24:00
1
12.0
7.5
30:00
1
14.0
8.7
36:00
1
16.0
9.9
42:00
1
18.0
11.2
48:00
1
20.0
12.4
54:00
1
22.0
13.7

Maximal Effort Treadmill Protocols
Human Performance Laboratory Modified Conconi Treadmill Protocol (HMC10) and
Human Performance Laboratory Modified Conconi Treadmill Protocol (HMC11)
Participants completed a maximal effort test to attain maximal levels of HR, VR,
ACT, BP, PkA, ST, and [HLa] values. The Human Performance Laboratory Modified
Conconi (HMC10) standardized maximal effort treadmill protocol (Table 2.4) was used
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with the women’s soccer team and the HMC11 (Table 2.5) was used with the men’s
soccer team.
Each stage of the test was 60 sec in duration, as the goal was not to obtain a steadystate but rather to allow the participant to put forth an effort which produced maximal
physiological responses. Each participant/ athlete supplied an RPE score using the mCR10 scale 45 sec into each stage. The participants were asked if they could continue at that
time as well. If they stated that they could, the test continued. If they indicated that they
did not wish to continue or could not continue, the test was stopped. The criterion for the
•

maximal effort test was met, if there was no change in VO2 with an increase in workload.
If this plateau was not present, then 2 of these 3 criteria needed to be met: a respiration
exchange ratio of >1.10, a blood lactate concentration of >8.0 ml of lactate •L-1 of blood
after the last stage, an RPE of >9.0 on the Modified-Borg 10 point scale. If the HRmax
was not obtainable from the laboratory tests, the highest HR from the first week of preseason training (including a scrimmage and field-testing) was used. It was desired that
the test be completed within ten to twelve minutes.
•

A maximal effort test is meant to assess maximal/ peak values of HR or VO2. Pilot
testing of the HMC10 protocol with male athletes, specifically those engaged in sports
like soccer, revealed that they were able to exceed 12 minutes. To address this situation,
the starting speed was increased from 6.0 km • h-1 to 7.0 km • h-1 stage. Also, ambulating
at 7.0 km • h-1 was awkward for some participants as it has seemed to be a threshold
speed for the transition from walking to jogging, therefore reducing the amount time
spent at this speed induced less discomfort for the participants. Last, this modification
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reduced the time to complete the test from a high of 13 minutes to 11 minutes, which
brought the conclusion of the test back into the desirable range of 10 to 12 minutes.

Table 2.4. Human Performance Laboratory modified-Conconi maximal effort treadmill
protocol (HMC10)
Start
0:00
1:00
2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00

End Incline (%) Speed (km • h-1) Speed (mi • h-1)
1:00
0
6.0
3.7
2:00
0
7.0
4.4
3:00
2
7.0
4.4
4:00
2
8.0
5.0
5:00
4
8.0
5.0
6:00
4
9.0
5.6
7:00
6
9.0
5.6
8:00
6
10.0
6.2
9:00
8
10.0
6.2
10:00
8
11.0
6.8
11:00
10
11.0
6.8
12:00
10
12.0
7.5
13:00
12
12.0
7.5
14:00
12
13.0
8.1

Table 2.5. Human Performance Laboratory modified-Conconi maximal effort treadmill
protocol (HMC11)
Start
0:00
1:00
2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00

End Incline (%) Speed (km • h-1) Speed (mi • h-1)
1:00
0
7.0
4.4
2:00
0
8.0
5.0
3:00
2
8.0
5.0
4:00
2
9.0
5.6
5:00
4
9.0
5.6
6:00
4
10.0
6.2
7:00
6
10.0
6.2
8:00
6
11.0
6.8
9:00
8
11.0
6.8
10:00
8
12.0
7.5
11:00
10
12.0
7.5
12:00
10
13.0
8.1
13:00
12
13.0
8.1
14:00
12
14.0
8.7
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PLQscore generation
The PLQ models were constructed using the respective [HLa] curves and the
sampling rate of the device (Equation 2.4 and 2.5). The best-fit regression formulae to
predict [HLa] for the female (p[HLa]WS) and the male players (p[HLa]MS) was used as the
basis for the PLQ score. p[HLa]WSi is the individual product of the p[HLa]WS equation
for the female participants, and p[HLa]MSi is the individual product of the p[HLa]MS
equation for the male participants. “sr” was the sampling rate of the device being used to
collect the data, as expressed in the number of values reported in 1 min. The [HLA]WSi
and [HLA]MSi scores were divided by “sr” to present the data as a “per min” value. This
division also allowed for the formula to be used if different devices were used to collect
the HR data.
PLQWS = ∑(p[HLa]WSi • sr-1)

2.4

PLQWS = ∑(p[HLa]MSi • sr-1)

2.5

Methods of Analyses
Data
Individual data were presented as absolute number. Group data were presented as
-

mean + standard deviation (x + s) values.

Model generation
Univariate and multivariate regression analyses using both linear and non-linear
models were used. Root mean square error (RMSE), the coefficient of determination
(R2) and the observed p-values from the regression equations were used to determine the
best model. Minitab (version 16) was used to conduct these analyses.
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Comparison of TRIMP values from the different models
Test of significance
A paired-sample t–test to compare the PLQWS and PLQMS scores was run using SPSS.
A repeated meaures analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA) with pair-wise follow-up
dependent t-tests using a Bonferroni adjustment was conducted to determine if the
PLQWS scores and PLQMS scores differed from the scores produced by the previously
established models, when all scores were generated from the same dataset.
Assessments of relationship
Pearson’s product moment correlations (r) were conducted to determine the level of
relationship between 1) the PLQWS and PLQMS scores from their respective sub-maximal
•

effort tests, 2) the respective PLQ scores and the relevant VO2 values, and 3) the
respective PLQ scores and the TRIMP scores produced from the previously established
equations.
The coefficient of determination (R2) was generated to determine the level of
relationship between the PLQ scores and physiological values for all sub-maximal effort
tests in the determination of the PLQ models.
Interpretation of the r and R2 values will be made in accordance with the scheme as
presented below (48):
Table 2.6. Pearson product-moment correlation (r) and coefficient of determination (R2)
interpretation .
Strength of relationship
Very weak
Weak
Moderate
Strong
Very strong

r
0 - .19
.20 - .39
.40 - .59
.60 - .79
.80 - 1.00

R2
(0 to 4%)
(4 to 16%)
(16 to 36%)
(36% to 64%)
(64% to 100%)
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Assessment of agreement
Bland-Altman plots were constructed to visually assess the level of agreement
•

between the actual and the predicted VO2 values at each stage of the sub-maximal effort
test for both the PLQWS and PLQMS models.

Level of Significance
The level of significance was set at 0.05 (p < 0.05) for all analyses and was used to
assess difference between the PLQ scores and the scores produced by the previously
established models.
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SECTION 3: Studies
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Study 1: Assessment of Multiple Physiological Variables for Use in the
Quantification of Physiological Load
Robert W. Wilson, II1, Thomas S. Goeppinger2, Bruce A Wade2, and Ann C. Snyder1
1

College of Health Sciences, University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI; 2
Department of Mathematical Sciences, University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee,
Milwaukee, WI
Keywords: TRIMPs, training load, soccer, heart rate, mathematical models
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Abstract
Proper assessment of the physiological load (PL) of training and competition sessions
will help coaches determine when players need rest and may help researchers better
understand overreaching and overtraining. Recent technological advances allow for the
measurement of variables, which may enhance the predictive ability of PL models
obtained in the field. PURPOSE: To construct and compare models for the assessment
of PL for collegiate soccer players using newly available variables (i.e., accelerometry
data, ventilation-rate, skin temperature, body position, etc.). METHODS: Data from
female and male (n = 22, n = 18, respectively) well-trained NCAA DI soccer players
were used to construct models to assess the quantity of PL (PLQ). Multivariate linear
and univariate linear and non-linear regression analyses were conducted to the model for
the female (PLQWS) and male (PLQMS) participants. RESULTS: The best–fit equations
were exponential and included only percent of heart rate reserve (%HRR) as a predictor
[PLQWS = ∑[(0.90886 + 0.00705673 • e(7.03434 • %HRRi)) • sr-1], Root-Mean-Square Error
(RMSE) = 1.32108, p < 0.001; PLQMS = ∑[(0.235182 • e(3.55248 • %HRRi) ) • sr-1], RMSE =
1.30449, p < 0.001). The models were statistically different but very strongly correlated
(t = –27.62, p < 0.001; r = 0.98, p < 0.00, respectively). CONCLUSION: Of the
variables studied, %HRR produces the most accurate models for determining the PL of
male and female soccer players. The scores from the PLQ models were statistically
different indicating that the models are unique.

Keywords: TRIMPs, training load, soccer, heart rate, mathematical models
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INTRODUCTION
Coaches adjust the intensity and volume of practice sessions in order for their athletes
to attain peak performance. Periodization advocates that this is accomplished by
adjusting the training load (TL) through changing the volume and/ or the intensity of the
physical work performed. The periodized plan is a prescription of load; as such it does
not provide a measure of each individual’s internal physiological load (PL). Several
methods have been proposed to calculate PL in a field setting using heart rate (HR).
Football (or soccer) is a stochastic sport requiring participants to engage in activities
which vary in intensity during training sessions (13, 44, 59, 86) and competitions (13, 29,
44, 59, 109). To track and/ or evaluate the physiological response of well-trained soccer
players during competitions blood lactate ([HLa]) (13, 44), muscle glycogen kinetics (77,
87), and HR (13, 32, 44, 45, 68, 139, 140) have been proposed as measures of intensity.
•

Oxygen uptake (VO2) has also been assessed during training sessions. Of these
•

measures, only HR and VO2 can be measured continuously. At present, the equipment
•

required to measure VO2 prohibits its use in a match. Therefore, to continuously measure
the physiological response during practices and competitions, HR has been the only
variable available.
Working on a methodology to predict performance in competition from training
sessions, Banister and colleagues (15) proposed a mathematical model for calculating the
training stress (or TL). This research led to the development of a model for the
quantification of the strain (or PL) using HR. The training impulse (TRIMP) score for a
training session or competition was the product of the mean of 3 percentage of maximal
HR (%HRmax) values by the duration of the event. Bannister and colleagues proposed an
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alternative model (17) that also multiplied averaged HR values by the duration. Other
researchers have developed more complicated and sophisticated models. Lucia and
colleagues (96) created a 3-zone model distinguished by ventilatory thresholds. Other
researchers have proposed models which establish 5-zones (43, 137, 157). The zone
models compute a TRIMP/ PL score by multiplying the amount of time spent in a given
zone by the weighting factor for that zone and then summating these products from each
zone. The zone models differ on the criteria used to create the zones and the weighting
factors for each zone. Some models (63, 98, 107) have been established that weight each
transformed HR value (i.e., %HRmax or percent of heart rate reserve (%HRR)).
The TRIMPmod model (98) was designed for use with a team of male field hockey
players. Unlike all other proposed models, the TRIMPmod model was generated from the
physiological testing data from all of the players tested.
Recent technological advances have created devices that now allow for additional
objective variables, such as ventilation rate (VR), activity (ACT), skin temperature (ST),
body posture (BP), and peak acceleration (PkA), to be collected in addition to heart rate
variables in a continuous manner in a field setting. These newly available variables
and/or their interaction may enhance the assessment of PL. These devices have yet to be
used in the determination of PLs during practices and competitions.
Objectives This study had three objectives. The first objective was to employ
continuously sampled variables which can be attained in a field setting to generate the
mathematical model for the quantification of the PL (PLQ). The model for the female
players (PLQWS) was generated using the data from the female collegiate soccer players’
sub-maximal and maximal effort tests. We hypothesized that a multiple variable
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equation would produce a better fit regression equation, as indicated by a lower root
mean squared error (RMSE) and/ or higher coefficient of determination (R2) value. We
further hypothesized that using %HRR with VR and/ or ACT would produce a better fit
equation than using %HRR alone. This hypothesis was based on the knowledge that as
exercise intensity increases, the VR and the amount of movement/ force produced by the
body increases as well. Therefore, it was expected that the interaction between
movement (as measured by the ACT value), the VR and %HRR combined would be a
more sensitive measure of physiological load.
The second objective was to generate a similar model for male collegiate soccer
players (PLQMS) using the same dependent variable(s) used in the PLQWS model using
data from their sub-maximal and maximal effort tests.
The third objective of this study was to compare the two models to determine how
similar and related they were. Due to the typical differences in fitness levels and
muscularity between female and male collegiate soccer players (73), and the differences
in training and competition strategies typically employed by coaches at this competition
level, it was hypothesized that the PLQMS model would produce a lower score that the
PLQWS model for the same bout of exercise and that the scores would be strongly related
but statistically different for the same exercise bout.

METHODS
Participants Women’s (n=22) and men’s (n=18) football/soccer team members from
a very competitive National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Divison 1 (DI)
university served as participants in this study. Participant characteristics are shown in
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Table 3.1.1. Team members who enrolled in the study and were deemed to be free from
conditions which could be aggravated by participation in the study were enrolled as
participants. Two female players were excluded due to pre-existing conditions which
would have been aggravated by completing the testing. This study was approved by the
Institutional Review Board at the University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee. All team
members completed the approved Informed Consent Document and Health History
Questionnaire prior to the initiation of the study. Consent was sought and obtained from
the parent or legal guardian and assent was obtained from the minor for study participants
under the age of eighteen years.

Table 3.1.1. Demographic data for players used to generate PLQWS and PLQMS models

Women
(n = 22)
Men
(n = 18)

-

x+s
(max – min)
x+s
(max – min)

Age (yr)
19.5 + 1.1
(22 – 18)
19.5 + 1.6
(23 – 17)

Height (m)
1.67 + 0.06
(1.8 – 1.6)
1.80 + 0.08
(1.9 – 1.7)

Weight (kg)
61.62 + 6.14
(71.8 – 50.0)
76.13 + 10.31
(104.5 – 62.7)

BMI (kg • m-2)
22.19 + 1.73
(25.2 – 19.3)
23.40 + 1.96
(29.6 – 20.5)

Goalkeepers Defenders Midfielders Forwards Utility*
Women (n = 22)
0
3
9
4
6
Men (n = 18)
0
7
5
0
6
* Utility denotes players who play more than one position.

Study Design This study was completed in three phases.
Phase 1: Participants were brought into the Human Performance Lab to complete
sub-maximal and maximal effort tests on a treadmill either prior to the start of their preseason training for the competitive season or during an off-week in the middle of season.
Female athletes tested in the middle of the season had one off-day and two days of light
training prior to testing. Blood was sampled and analyzed during all tests for the lactate
concentration, which was used as the indicator of the intensity of the work performed and
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the outcome variable in the model development. Blood lactate concentration was the
•

chosen measure of work performed instead of VO2. In order to obtain work performed
•

from VO2, data would have to be obtained during the bout of exercise and while this is
possible in a laboratory setting it is not feasible in a field setting (i.e., practice and
competition session). The predictor variables (HR, %HRmax, VR, ACT, BP, PkA, and
ST) were collected using the Zephyr Bioharness Physiological Status Monitor (Zephyr
Technologies, Inc., Auckland, New Zealand). %HRR was calculated during data analysis
(81).
Phase 2: To produce the predictive model, data from the female participants were
pooled and analyzed as a group to determine the best-fit regression equations using
multivariate linear techniques and univariate non-linear techniques. The best fitting
equation was termed p[HLa]WS. The predictor variable from which produced the best-fit
equation from the p[HLa]WS equations was used to generate the p[HLa]MS equations.
Next, the PLQWS and PLQMS models were constructed as the sum of all values generated
by entering the selected values in to the p[HLa]WS and p[HLa]MS equations, and then
dividing them by the sampling rate of the device used to collect the physiological data
which expresses the PLQ score as a PLQ • min-1 value.
Phase 3: Lastly, %HRR data from a single women’s practice session were entered
into the PLQWS and the PLQMS models to produce the PLQ scores for each player. These
scores were then analyzed to determine how the two models relate to each other.
Equipment Treadmill: A Woodway Desmo slatted treadmill (Woodway USA, Inc.,
Waukesha, WI) with a speed range of 0.1 – 24.3 km • h-1 and an incline range of 0.1 –
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14.4 % was used for all tests. Speed and incline were controlled through an external
control panel by a member of the research team.
Lactate Analyzers: For analysis of the blood samples from the female participants, a
YSI Sport1500 Lactate Analyzer (YSI, Yellow Springs, OH) was used to measure the
concentration of blood lactate in a 50 µl blood sample. Each sample was hemolyzed in
100 µl of buffer (Buffer: 10.0 ml stock buffer solution + 0.44 ml Triton X-100 detergent
+ 50 g Sodium Fluoride (NaF) Anhydrous MW 42.0). This analysis process has been
shown to be valid and reliable (2, 22,103, 105, 152). For the male participants, a Lactate
Pro Analyzer (Arkray Factory Inc., KDK Corporation, Shiga, Japan) measured the
concentration of lactate in a sample (approximately 5 µl) of whole blood which was
drawn into the sensor strip. This process has been show to be valid and reliable (103,
105, 122, 145). The two methods used to determine [HLa] have been shown to produce
equivalent results (103).
Monitors: The Zephyr Bioharness Physiological Monitoring System (Zephyr
Technologies, Inc., Auckland, New Zealand) was used to collect HR, %HRmax, VR, ACT,
BP, PkA and ST. Data was viewed during testing using the OmniSense Live (Zephyr
Technologies, Inc.) software program during the tests and then exported using the
OmniSense Analysis (Zephyr Technologies, Inc.) software program to Microsoft Excel
(Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA USA) for data screening and re-formatting.
Polar Team1 HR Monitors (Polar Electro, Oy, Kempele Finland) collected and stored HR
values averaged over a 5 sec epoch. This methodology has been shown to be valid and
reliable for the in situ determination of HR (131, 149). Stored HR data was downloaded
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to the Polar ProTrainer 5 (version 5.00.100) software and then exported to Microsoft
Excel for data screening and re-formatting. The data is presented as five-sec averages.
Variables The Zephyr Bioharness provides the following data: HR, %HRmax, VR,
ACT, BP, ST, and PkA. Sampling and reporting rates and data range information is
reported in Table 3.1.2. Heart rate, the number of beats of the heart in a minute, was
measured by detecting the R-R wave interval. Ventilation rate, the number of breathes
per minute, was measured by the movement of a strain gauge in the elastic strap. The
clip-on module contains a non-gyroscopically controlled tri-axial solid-state
accelerometer. Activity, a measurement of the intensity of the body’s movement, was the
summation of the magnitude of the movement in the three vectors. Peak Acceleration, a
measurement of peak activity, was the maximum magnitude from the three-axes achieved
during the previous 1 sec epoch. Position, the anterior or posterior tilt of the upper torso,
was measured by the change in position of the tri-axial accelerometer. Skin temperature,
the measure of the radiating heat from the center of the chest, was determined using a
near-infrared sensor in the Zephyr Bioharness clip-on module.

Table 3.1.2. Sampling and reporting information for Zephyr Bioharness variables
Variable Sampling rate Reporting rate
Range
HR
~1 Hz
~1 Hz
30 – 240 beats • min-1
VR
~18 Hz
~1 Hz
3 – 70 breaths • min-1
BP
~1 Hz
~1 Hz
-90 – 90 °
ST
~1 Hz
~1 Hz
10 – 60 °C
ACT
~18 Hz
~1 Hz
0 – 5.7 VMU in g sec
PkA
~18 Hz
~1 Hz
0 – 5.7 g
~1 Hz = 1.008 sec; ~18 Hz = 0.056 sec; ° = measure of movement from vertical; °C =
degrees Celsius; VMU = vector magnitude unit; g = gravitational force.
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The %HRmax variable was calculated using the formula in Equation 3.1.1 (75, 127).
%HRmax = HRobs • HRmax-1

3.1.1

Where “HRobs” was the heart rate data point of interest and “HRmax” was the maximum
heart rate as determined by the Inbar formula (Equation 3.1.2).
HRmax = 205.8 – (0.685 • age)

3.1.2

Where “age” was the age of the participant/ athlete in whole years.
Compared to %HRmax, %HRR was a more sensitive measure of heart rate (82). To
calculate %HRR the resting (or basal) HR (HRrest) value was subtracted from the
numerator and denominator values of the HRmax equation thus reducing the ranges of
numerator and denominator to realistic spans (Equation 3.1.3).
%HRR = (HRobs – HRrest) • (HRmax – HRrest)-1

3.1.3

It was not possible to obtain HRrest values, hence it was substituted the lowest HR
(HRlow) value recorded while wearing the HRM during either the pre-season testing
session or the first week of practices (Table 3.1.3). The HRlow values for our female
athletes were lower than the referent general population sample’s HRrest values (73). The
referent sample included athletes and non-athlete and individual older than our sample.
The HRlow values for the male athletes appear to be equivalent to the referent general
population sample’s HRrest values.
Table 3.1.3 Resting heart rates (HRrest) for 20-29 year old individuals (73) and low heart
rates (HRlow) for study participants

Women
Men

-

x+s
(max – min)
x+s
(max – min)

HRrest
(beats • min-1)
67 + 11.2
84 – 55
64 + 12.5
80 – 50

HRlow
(beats • min-1)
58 + 7.0
70 – 44
61.3 + 6.0
76 – 53
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Observed HR (HRobs) were the HR values of interest from the testing sessions. The
maximum HR (HRmax) was determined from the maximal effort test that the participant/
athlete performed. Thus, the equation used is below (Equation 3.1.4).
%HRR = (HRobs – HRlow) • (HRmax – HRlow)-1

3.1.4

Physiological Tests The protocols for the physiological tests are presented in Table
3.1.4 and Table 3.1.5; female participants completed the “Variable start” sub-maximal
protocol and the Human Performance Laboratory Modified Conconi maximal effort test
(HMC10). Pilot tests conducted before the male participants were tested indicated that
the protocols needed to be modified so the sub-maximal and maximal effort tests would
conclude in ~30 min and between 10 and 12 min, respectively. Therefore, male
participants completed the “Standardized start” sub-maximal protocol and the HMC11
protocol. Blood was sampled during the 5th min of each sub-maximal stage and 1 min
after the conclusion of the maximal test for the determination of [HLa].

Table 3.1.4. Sub-maximal effort treadmill protocols

Start
0:00
6:00
12:00
18:00
24:00
30:00
36:00
42:00
48:00

End
6:00
12:00
18:00
24:00
30:00
36:00
42:00
48:00
54:00

Variable start
Standardized start
-1
Incline (%)
Speed (km • h )
Speed (km • h-1)
1
Starting HR ~140 bpm
6.0
1
+0.80/ stage
8.0
1
“
10.0
1
“
12.0
1
“
14.0
1
“
16.0
1
“
18.0
1
“
20.0
1
“
22.0
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Table 3.1.5. Human Performance Laboratory modified-Conconi maximal effort treadmill
protocols (HMC10 and HMC11)

Start
0:00
1:00
2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00

HMC10
HMC11
End Incline (%) Speed (km • h-1) Speed (km • h-1)
1:00
0
6.0
7.0
2:00
0
7.0
8.0
3:00
2
7.0
8.0
4:00
2
8.0
9.0
5:00
4
8.0
9.0
6:00
4
9.0
10.0
7:00
6
9.0
10.0
8:00
6
10.0
11.0
9:00
8
10.0
11.0
10:00
8
11.0
12.0
11:00
10
11.0
12.0
12:00
10
12.0
13.0
13:00
12
12.0
13.0
14:00
12
13.0
14.0

Analyses Microsoft Excel was used to review and organize the data for analysis in
the statistical software packages, and to construct the Bland-Altman Plots. Minitab
(version 16, Minitab Inc., State College, PA USA) was used to conduct the univariate
non-linear and multivariate linear regression analyses to generate the p[HLa]WS equation,
which is the basis of the PLQWS model and then the PLQMS model using predictor and
outcome variable combinations from the PLQWS model. Statistics reported from the
model generations are the root mean square error (RMSE), the coefficient of
determination (R2), and the observed p–value. The RMSE was the average distance the
observed data values fall from the fitted regression values. The R2 values for exponential
equations were calculated by IBM SPSS Statistics (v19) (International Business
Machines Corp., Armonk, New York USA).
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A paired-sample t–test to compare the PLQWS and PLQMS scores and a Pearson’s
product moment correlation (r) to determine the degree of relationship between the
PLQWS and PLQMS scores were run using SPSS.
Interpretation of r and R2 values were made using the criteria proposed by Evans (48).
The level of significance was set at 0.05 (p < 0.05) for all analyses.

RESULTS
Phase 1 Data for the %HRR, %HRmax, HR, VR, ACT, ST, BP, and PkA variables
from the sub-maximal and maximal effort test of the female participants are individually
graphed against [HLa] data in Figure 3.1.1a – 3.1.1h. Non-linear relationships were
apparent in the %HRR, %HRmax, and HR graphs. The data in the VR, ACT, ST, BP and
PkA graphs do not appear to have strong linear or non-linear relationships. (Analysis of
the data is presented in Phase 2.)

Figure 3.1.1a. Scatterplot of %HRR data against [HLa] data from sub-maximal and
maximal effort tests
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Figure 3.1.1b. Scatterplot of HR data against [HLa] data from sub-maximal and maximal
effort tests

Figure 3.1.1c. Scatterplot of %HRmax data against [HLa] data from sub-maximal and
maximal effort tests
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Figure 3.1.1d. Scatterplot of VR data against [HLa] data from sub-maximal and maximal
effort tests

Figure 3.1.1e. Scatterplot of ACT data against [HLa] data from sub-maximal and
maximal effort tests
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Figure 3.1.1f . Scatterplot of PkA data against [HLa] data from sub-maximal and
maximal effort tests.

Figure 3.1.1g. Scatterplot of ST data against [HLa] data from sub-maximal and maximal
effort tests.
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Figure 3.1.1h. Scatterplot of BP data against [HLa] data from sub-maximal and maximal
effort tests.

Phase 2 Minitab (v16) returned the best–fit equation for the multivariate linear
regression analyses and the 4 types of univariate (linear, quadratic, cubic and
exponential). The best-fit equation (i.e., the lowest RMSE) was a univariate model that
utilized the %HRR as the predictor variable of [HLa] in the exponential form (Table
3.1.7) not a multiavariate model as had been hypothesized. The RMSE measured the
distance between the curve and the observed data. Therefore, lower RMSE values
indicate a line with less error. Due to the facts that the best-fit equation was a univariate
equation and the number of multivariate analyses conducted, only those multivariate
regressions analyses related to the hypotheses are presented (Table 3.1.6). The regression
equations for the best-fit multiavariate analyses are presented in Table 3.1.6, and the
regression equations for best-fit are presented in the respective figures (Figure 3.1.1a –
3.1.1h).
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Table 3.1.6. Best-fit multivariate linear regression equations for the p[HLa]WS models.
Equation
[HLa] = (–8.21) + (16.5 • %HRR) + (–0.0218 • VR) + (–0.22 • ACT)
[HLa] = (–8.41) + (16.5 • %HRR) + (–0.0212 • VR)
[HLa] = (–8.51) + (15.6 • %HRR) + (–0.06 • ACT)
[HLa] = (–2.78) + (0.108 • VR) + (1.84 • ACT)
*

RMSE
1.719
1.710
1.720
2.539

R2
62.7*
62.7*
62.2*
17.7*

p<0.001

Table 3.1.7. Best-fit univariate p[HLa]WS models for each type of non-linear regression
%HRR HR %HRmax VR ACT PkA ST BP RMSE
R2
Equation form
X
1.32108
NR
Exponential
*
X
1.32259 0.7780
Cubic
X*
1.33235 0.7730
Quadratic
X*
1.61829 0.6590
Cubic
X*
1.64316 0.6530
Cubic
X*
1.65438 0.6510
Quadratic
X*
NR
0.6010 Exponential
X*
1.69592 0.5650
Quadratic
X*
2.52272 0.2080 Exponential
X*
2.55724 0.1740
Cubic
X*
2.54636 0.1720
Quadratic
X*
NR
0.1630 Exponential
X
2.71861 0.0680
Cubic
X
2.72023 0.0560
Quadratic
X
2.76974 0.0260 Exponential
X
NR
0.0240 Exponential
X
2.78852 0.0180
Cubic
X
2.78078 0.0130
Quadratic
X
2.7751 0.0100 Exponential
X
2.80810 0.0020
Cubic
Cubic
X 2.80816 0.0040
X 2.79349 0.0040
Quadratic
X
2.79603 0.0020
Quadratic
X
NR
0.0000 Exponential

RMSE = root mean squared error (MSE0.5), R2 = coefficient of determination (calculated
by SPSS), Equation form = the type of non-linear regression equation. * p < 0.001, NR =
data not reported by the statistical package. Equations are ranked in ascending RMSE
and then descending R2 values when RMSE are not calculated.
The initial best-fit equation with the lowest RMSE value was produced using only
%HRR as the predictor variable in a 3rd degree polynomial equation (p[HLa]WS3p; RMSE
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= 1.32259, p<0.001, Figure 3.1.2a). Further analysis revealed that a better fitting model
was produced using an asymptotic exponential equation (p[HLa]WS; RMSE = 1.32108,
p<0.001, Figure 3.1.2b). This asymptotic exponential equation model was chosen as it
produced realistic [HLa] values at low %HRR values, while the p[HLa]WS3p produced
negative lactate values at less than 21% of HRR. Univariate regression analyses (i.e.,
linear, quadratic, cubic and exponential) conducted on the male participant’s %HRR and
[HLa] data produced an exponential best–fit equation (p[HLa]MS, RMSE = 1.30449,
p<0.001, Figure 3.1.2c).

Figure 3.1.2a. Blood lactate concentraion ([HLa]) values expressed against the percent of
heart rate reserve (%HRR) for the female players. The best-fit curve is the p[HLa]WS3p
curve.
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Figure 3.1.2b. Blood lactate concentraion ([HLa]) values expressed against the percent
of heart rate reserve (%HRR) for the female players. The best-fit curve is the p[HLa]WSi
curve.

Figure 3.1.2c. Blood lactate concentraion ([HLa]) values expressed against the percent of
heart rate reserve (%HRR) for the male players. The best-fit curve is the p[HLa]MSi
curve.

Phase 3
To calculate a PLQ score, all HR data (expressed as %HRR values) were entered into
the chosen p[HLa]i formulae; for the women the equation is found in Figure 3.1.2b and
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for the men the equation is found in Figure 3.1.2c. The resulting values were divided by
the sampling rate (sr) of the device and then added together. Therefore, the PLQ score
was expressed as a “per minute” (min-1) value. The PLQ formulae are found in equations
3.1.5 and 3.16.
PLQWS = ∑ [(0.90886 + 0.00705673 • e(7.03434 • %HRRi)) • sr-1]

3.1.5

PLQMS = ∑ [(0.235182 • e(3.55248 • %HRRi)) • sr-1]

3.1.6

For the randomly selected practice session, twenty-three (n=23) women participated
in the session (demographic data: Table 3.1.8). Their HR data was transformed to
%HRR values. The %HRR values were entered into the PLQWS and PLQMS models to
produce the PLQWS and PLQMS scores (Table 3.1.9).
Table 3.1.8. Demographic data for players used in the comparison of the PLQWS and
PLQMS models.

Women
(n = 23)

-

x+s
(max – min)

Age (yr)
19.5 + 1.16
22 – 18

Height (m)
1.66 + 0.06
1.8 – 1.6

Weight (kg)
61.5 + 5.9
71.8 + 50.0

BMI (kg • m-2)
22.3 + 1.6
25.2 – 19.9

Goalkeepers Defenders Midfielders Forwards Utility*
Women (n = 22)
0
4
9
6
4
* Utility denotes players who play more than one position.
-

A paired sample t-test indicated that the scores were significantly different (x + s:
PLQWS 242.22 + 66.85; PLQMS, 318.16 + 69.22; t = –33.28; p < 0.001). The PLQ scores
were very strongly correlated and significantly related (r = 0.98; p<0.001; Figure 3.1.3).
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Table 3.1.9. Scores generated from the PLQWS and PLQMS models.
Participant

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

PLQWS Score
201.91
198.20
298.18
226.88
256.43
162.56
349.95
188.84
271.79
294.99
231.52
175.40
361.22
235.50
274.21
177.06
235.24
378.09
181.09
215.60
165.95
328.53
161.97

PLQMS Score
284.78
269.53
386.67
280.62
338.67
229.17
429.30
267.05
360.62
374.53
312.27
251.03
440.44
316.56
360.19
246.53
322.37
427.61
254.80
304.67
229.84
407.82
222.64
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Figure 3.1.3. Scatter plot of PLQWS scores against PLQMS scores. The dotted line
signifies the line of identity. PLQMS = (1.0227 • PLQWS) + 70.429
DISCUSSION
The objectives of this study were to assess the utility of variables which can be
collected in a continuous manner during sport training sessions for use in the assessment
of PL for female and male NCAA DI soccer players and the relationship between the two
resulting gender-based models. There are three principle findings from this study. The
model with the best-fit PLQWS equation utilized only %HRR. Therefore, none of the
other measured variables, including VR and ACT, added to the predictive ability of the
generated models. This finding does not support our hypotheses. The models for the
female and male soccer players were different and produced statistically different but
very strongly correlated scores. These findings support our hypotheses regarding the two
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PLQ models. However, the scores from the PLQMS model were higher than the scores
from the PLQWS mode, which is contrary to our hypothesis.

Model characteristics Recent technological advances allow sports coaches and
scientists to gather more variables in a continuous manner for analysis and use in
determination of the physiological strain placed on athletes during practices and
competitions. This study indicated that the variables HR, %HRmax, ACT, VR, BP, ST,
and PkA measured during sub-maximal and maximal effort laboratory treadmill tests do
not enhance the ability to predict work (as indicated by [HLa]) over the use of %HRR
alone.
The variability of heart rate values between individuals at the same absolute intensity
is a well-established phenomenon. The absolute heart rate response depends on several
characteristics, which includes health status, fitness level, training mode, age, gender
when controlling for the mode and environmental conditions of the test. This higher
level of variation in RMSE was observed in Figure 3.1.1c compared to Figure 3.1.1a.
To control for this variability HR can be expressed as a relative measure (i.e.,
%HRmax and %HRR). Percent of HRmax was calculated using Inbar and colleagues’
formula (75) rather than using a HRmax value from the testing or practice sessions and
then determining the %HRmax values. As one of the purposes of the study was to use the
data from the system, the use of this variable even with the potential degree of error was
desired. Future studies should incorporate the actual values to calculate %HRmax. In the
formula for %HRR, the HRlow value was subtracted from both the HR value of interest
(e.g., HRobs) and the HRmax to produce a tighter range and a more sensitive measure of
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change. Therefore, the increased degree of error and lower degree of sensitivity of the
%HRmax data may account for the slight differences in model fit variables as indicated by
higher RMSE values than the %HRR.
p[HLa] equations Small variations between stages were found in the values of the
ACT, BP, PkA and ST and when plotted against [HLa] resulted in very weak to moderate
coefficients of determination (Table 3.1.7). During exercise, the cardiovascular and
circulatory systems work to maintain the body’s core temperature. Therefore, it was not
surprising to find a minimal variation in ST in an environmentally controlled setting
where the individual was able to consume liquids prior to and between tests. The lack of
variation in the ACT, BP and PkA data was most likely due to the fact that the tests were
conducted on a treadmill, where running occurs primarily in the vertical plane (i.e., up
and down) in the same relative position (i.e., upright with minimal forward lean) and with
little change in acceleration required except when speed was increased at the start of a
stage. It may be possible to enhance the utility of this data by combining laboratory tests
with field tests to devise an adjustment that would allow the data on the treadmill to be
more accurate.
It was hypothesized that VR would be included in the PLQ model because of the
relationship expressed between VR and exercise intensity. In these studies VR was
measured using inspired and expired airflow (9, 33, 130). While the VR data obtained in
this study does show a linear trend, there were large variations during each stage of the
sub-maximal test. We propose two possible explanations for the data. First, it was
possible that this chest worn system was not sensitive enough to reliably assess VR. The
system determines a ventilatory cycle from a strain gauge in the elastic strap. Previous
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research in this laboratory has shown the Bioharness detection of ventilation threshold is
correlated with the detection of a portable metabolic cart (154). However, the strain
gauge may not have been within the optimal range to provide accurate results due to the
strap being too loose or too tight (an issue of operator/ experimenter error). To control
for this, the same member of the research team checked the tightness of the elastic strap
for each participant but as we did not have an objective measure, the degree of error
attributable to the tightness of the strap cannot be determined. As each participant had
VR values for all of their tests, we can assert that the monitors were at least operational.
A second explanation for the lack of a discernible pattern in the VR data was related to
the design of the treadmill protocol. Analysis of the VR data from the Bioharness plotted
against [HLa] revealed a trend but a poor correlation of the data due to the high
variability along both axes. Efforts were taken to communicate non-verbally with
participants during their tests to reduce the potential disruption of VR values. When
events that could affect the VR values occurred they were noted for consideration during
data screening. These events did not occur during the periods when the observed data
were collected.
p[HLa]WS equations It was the intention of the study to develop a model which
allowed for all data collected during a exercise event to be incorporated into the PLQ
score. The resulting p[HLa]WSi3p equation used %HRR to predict [HLa] and resulted in
a 3rd degree polynomial equation (Figure 3.1.2a). The model appears to be logical but
testing of the model revealed that HR’s of 29.48% HRR (~100 beats • min-1) produce a
value of ~1.0 and that the HRs values below 21.35% HRR (~90 beats • min-1) produce a
negative value. The continued analysis led to the postulation of an exponential formula
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(p[HLa]WSi) which did not produce a negative score for any values given the asymptotic
nature of the equation. The p[HLa]WSi equation has a slightly lower RMSE value than
the p[HLa]WSi3p equation (Figure 3.1.2a and 3.1.2b) indicating less variance between the
observed data and the regression line.
As we were not able to obtain basal HR values, the actual HRrest value was not used
in the equation. In this study we used the HRlow value for each player which was
determined as the lowest HR value during either their pre-season testing sessions or the
first week of training. The HRlow values were approximately the same as the referenced
HRrest standard which included athletes and non-athletes. Therefore, we may have the
same or a slightly smaller HRspan value than if we had been able to collect the actual
HRrest values. Future research is warranted to determine whether there is a meaningful
and statistical difference in %HRR when using HRlow value or HRrest value as utilized
here.
p[HLa]MSi equation The same set of variables used in the p[HLa]WSi model were
used for the determination of the p[HLa]MSi equation (predictor variable: %HRR;
outcome variable: [HLa], Figure 3.1.2c). The best-fit equation was an exponential
equation using the natural log, similar to previous research (17, 107). However, the
p[HLa]MSi equation was based on the data from these individuals.
When entering scores of 0 to 100% into the PLQMS model all values were positive.
Comparison of the PLQWS and PLQMS models The scores from PLQMS were
-

greater than the scores from PLQWS (Table 3.1.9, x + s: 318.16 + 69.22, 238.07 + 65.56,
respectively; p < 0.001). These scores were very strongly correlated (r = 0.980; p <
0.001) (Figure 3.1.3). These findings support our hypotheses regarding the relationship
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between the two PLQ models but do not support our hypothesis that PLQMS scores would
be lower than PLQWS scores. The male participants produced more lactate at the same
absolute and relative (i.e., %HRR) values during the tests. Previous research exploring
the difference in fatigue and recovery rates between males and females found that women
fatigued at a slower rate and produced lower levels of lactate (71, 91). They postulated
that muscle morphological differences (i.e., women have a higher ratio of Type I fibers)
may be a reason. It should also be noted that the male players may have larger leg
muscles. Larger muscles capable of producing more lactate could also explain the
differences in lactate production. However, as the cross-sectional area of the leg
musculature was not measured in this study, this ascertion cannot be supported by the
current data. These research studies support the differences found in the current study.
Therefore, the differences in the models can be attributed to differences between the
genders and in their fitness levels. Future research is needed to determine if this observed
difference is based on a true difference between genders or if this difference is relevant to
only this pair of teams.

LIMITATIONS
These models are constructed from small sample sizes (PLQWS = 22 women, PLQMS
= 18). Therefore, the models produced should not be generalized to NCAA DI female
and male soccer players as more data on other teams at this level need to be collected to
produce more generalizable models.
Some of the maximal effort testing data for the women was collected in the middle of
the season which may have affected the results. As the tests were conducted in the
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middle of an off-week where the players had no mid-week games and practices were
scheduled to be light, we utilized the data as needed. More research is needed to
determine if testing results from before the pre-season and at the middle of the season
differ.
All tests were conducted on a treadmill which may have affected the validity of the
accelerometer data. Therefore, a physiological running protocol at a known and constant
speed is warranted. The Yo-Yo/ Beep/ Bleep test do not satisfy this need as participants
are only required to reach the line in the allotted time not to run at a constant speed.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
•

The validity of the developed models against VO2 data should be determined and
compared to previously developed PL models. Data on more teams at the same and other
competition levels should be collected to determine if these models are generalizable to
other groups. Lastly, designing a protocol that will allow for the ACT data to be utilized
should be explored.

CONCLUSION
The purpose of this study was to devise a model for determining the PL of female and
male soccer players using newly available measures. The models produced relied on
only %HRR not any of the proposed measures and therefore HR monitoring systems
capable of retaining the data for the duration of the exercise session are appropriate.
While the two models are statistically different, they are very strongly correlated. Also,
due to the small sample size the generalizability of the models is limited but in lieu of
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other models specifically designed for collegiate level soccer players, these models may
be used. More research needs to be conducted to determine if the newly available
variables can be incorporated into PLQ models.
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Abstract
Mathematical models generated from laboratory tests may have face-validity. This
may satisfy the standards of practitioners. However, for a methodology to be used for
scientific studies the validity of the model needs to be assessed against “gold standard”
variables. PURPOSE: To assess the validity of two models for the determination of the
quantity of physiological load (PL) of female and male soccer players. METHODS:
Well-trained competitive NCAA DI soccer players (female=11, male=15) completed submaximal and maximal effort laboratory treadmill tests. The quantity of PL (PLQ) was
calculated for each participant for each stage from the sub-maximal tests. Pearson’s
correlations (r) for individuals and coefficients of determination (CoD) for grouped data
between the PL scores were calculated for both models and four measures of oxygen
•

•

•

uptake [(VO2); absolute (VO2abs), relative per kg body weight (VO2-rel), and
•

•

percentages of maximal (%VO2max) and reserve (%VO2R) values]. Bland-Altman plots
•

were also created to assess the level of agreement between measured and predicted VO2
values. RESULTS: Very strong relationships were found between the individual PLQ
•

scores and the VO2 values (range: females r = 0.8230 – 0.9953, males r = 0.9771 –
0.9993). All of the CoD values were lower for the female than for the male players
•

•

•

•

(female v male: VO2-abs: 0.49 v 0.75, VO2-rel: 0.51 v 0.79, %VO2max: 0.26 v 0.85, %V
O2R: 0.40 v 0.85). Bland-Altman plots depicted a high-level of agreement between the
measured and predicted

•

VO2 variables, indicating a good level of agreement between

•

the VO2 values predicted from the regression equations for the grouped data and the
observed data. CONCLUSION: Both PLQ models have been shown to be valid
measures of the PL of college-aged soccer players.
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INTRODUCTION
Coaches plan successive training sessions with the desire of increasing an athlete’s
physical and sporting abilities. The ultimate goal is to attain peak performance at a
predetermined point in the season, usually the end of the season and/or during the
championship/playoff period. Many mathematical models have been developed to assess
the physiological load (PL) of athletes during practices and competitions using
physiological (14, 17, 43, 63, 96, 98, 107, 137, 157) or psychometric (54) variables.
These models have been used to assess the PL of runners (98, 99, 157), cyclists (41, 55,
96, 120, 128, 144), swimmers (69, 116, 147), well-trained athletes (51, 52, 54) and soccer
(3, 4, 74, 78), basketball (100), field hockey (137) and rugby (58) players.
While these models have been used extensively in the field and have been presented
in research, there has been little research that indicates that these methods are valid.
Models which utilize physiological variables to determine their respective scores have
face validity or ecological validity (150), however, they have not been validated against a
•

“gold standard” measure of workload, such as oxygen uptake (VO2). Validation of these
models has been lacking, as only the session RPE model (sRPE) has been correlated with
•

•

the percentages of maximal VO2 (%VO2max), peak heart rate (%HRpeak), and heart rate
reserve (%HRR) (70). The sRPE model has been shown to be very strongly related to
•

VO2peak (r ~0.87). However, the level of agreement between these sets of variables was
not assessed in these studies (70, 150).
The level of agreement between the measured and the predicted variables as
determined by the Bland-Altman (5, 24) methods has not been conducted in this line of
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research. Bland-Altman plots graphically portrays the difference between two measures
of the same variable against the average of the two measures.
The purpose of this study was to assess the internal validity of two recently developed
models for determining PL (153) by assessing the degree of relationship between the
•

quantity of PL (PLQ) from the models and multiple VO2 values (i.e., absolute oxygen
•

•

•

uptake (VO2-abs), relative oxygen uptake (VO2-rel), %VO2max, and percent of reserve
•

oxygen uptake (%VO2R)) on individual and group levels, and assessing the level of
•

agreement between the measured and predicted VO2 variables using the Bland-Altman
plot technique. We hypothesized that there would be a strong to very strong level of
relationship and a high level of agreement between the measured and predicted objective
measures of physical work thus showing that the models were valid determinants of PL.

METHODS
Subjects. Eleven (n=11) female and fifteen (n=15) male collegiate well-trained
competitive National Collegiate Athletics Association (NCAA) Division I (DI) soccer
-

players (x + s: ages 19.0 + 0.9 and 19.7 + 1.6 yr, weight 60.9 + 6.8 and 76.4 + 11.2 kg,
height 1.66 + 0.06 and 1.80 + 0.07 m, BMI 22.1 + 1.9 and 23.4 + 2.1 kg •m-2,
respectively) participated in this study. All participants were informed of the aims and
objectives of the study before completing informed consent and health history
documents. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University
of Wisconsin – Milwaukee.
Procedures. All participants completed sub-maximal and maximal effort treadmill
•

tests in the laboratory. Heart rate (HR) and VO2 were measured continuously using
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monitors from the Polar Team1 monitoring system (Polar Electro, Oy, Kempele, Finland)
and the MetaMax 3B portable gas analysis system (Cortex Biphysik, GmbH, Leipzig,
Germany). The female participants completed a sub-maximal effort treadmill (SM)
protocol with a variable start. The initial stage was set at a speed to elicit a HR of
approximately 140 beats• min-1 (Table 3.2.1). The incline was set at 1% (79) and speed
was increased by 0.8 km • h-1 per stage. In contrast, male participants completed a
standardized sub-maximal effort treadmill protocol (Table 3.2.1). The incline was set at
1%, initial speed was 6.0 km • h-1 and was increased by 2.0 km • h-1 per stage. The
duration of the stages in both SM protocols was 6 min. Blood was collected for blood
lactate concentration ([HLa]) analysis during the min 6 of each SM stage. The maximal
effort treadmill (HMC) protocols started with 0% incline, and increased in speed by 1 km
• h-1 and incline by 2%, alternately, after the first stage (Table 3.2.2). Blood for [HLa]
analysis was collected 1 min after the conclusion of the HMC test. All stages were 1 min
in duration. Women started at a speed of 6 km • h-1 and men started at 7 km • h-1.
Female participants completed the SM test prior to their Fall pre-season training and
HMC tests were conducted during an off-/ rest week in the middle of the season. Male
participants completed SM and HMC protocols prior to their Fall pre-season training on
the same day separated by a recovery period.
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Table 3.2.1. Sub-maximal Effort Treadmill Protocols (Variable and Standardized start).

Start
0:00
6:00
12:00
18:00
24:00
30:00
36:00
42:00
48:00

End
6:00
12:00
18:00
24:00
30:00
36:00
42:00
48:00
54:00

Variable start
Standardized start
-1
Incline (%)
Speed (km • h )
Speed (km • h-1)
1
Starting HR ~140 bpm
6.0
1
+0.80/ stage
8.0
1
“
10.0
1
“
12.0
1
“
14.0
1
“
16.0
1
“
18.0
1
“
20.0
1
“
22.0

Table 3.2.2. Human Performance Laboratory Modified Conconi Maximal Effort
Treadmill Protocols (HMC10 and HMC11).

Start
0:00
1:00
2:00
3:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00

HMC10
HMC11
End Incline (%) Speed (km • h-1) Speed (km • h-1)
1:00
0
6.0
7.0
2:00
0
7.0
8.0
3:00
2
7.0
8.0
4:00
2
8.0
9.0
5:00
4
8.0
9.0
6:00
4
9.0
10.0
7:00
6
9.0
10.0
8:00
6
10.0
11.0
9:00
8
10.0
11.0
10:00
8
11.0
12.0
11:00
10
11.0
12.0
12:00
10
12.0
13.0
13:00
12
12.0
13.0
14:00
12
13.0
14.0
•

Obtained data. Sub-maximal VO2 data for eight female (n=8) and fifteen male
(n=15) participants were collected from the SM tests. For each stage of the SM test, the
•

HR and VO2 values from the plateau of each stage were used for the comparative
analyses. A plateau was defined as the 1 min period in the last 2.5 min of each stage
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•

which produced the lowest standard deviation. The mean VO2 for the plateau period was
•

used as the representative VO2 for that stage.
PLQ scores were determined by entering all of the %HRR values for each 1-min
plateau period into the appropriate PLQ model (153) (female data: PLQWS (Equation
3.2.1), male data: PLQMS (Equation 3.2.2)), and then summing them to produce the PLQ
scores. The score was multiplied by 6 to produce the PLQ score for that SM stage.
PLQWS = ∑ [(0.90886 + 0.00705673 • e(7.03434 • %HRRi)) • sr-1]

3.2.1

PLQMS = ∑ [(0.235182 • e(3.55248 • %HRRi)) • sr-1]

3.2.2

•

Maximal VO2 values for three female (n=3) and fifteen male (n=15) individuals were
determined from the maximal effort tests and used to determine the percentages of
•

•

maximal oxygen uptake (%VO2max) and oxygen uptake reserve (%VO2R). Similarly,
maximal HR values for each individual were determined from the maximal effort tests
and used to determine the %HRR. The criterion for the maximal effort test was met, if
•

there was no change in VO2 with an increase in workload. If this plateau was not present,
then 2 of these 3 criteria needed to be met: a respiration exchange ratio of >1.10, a blood
lactate concentration of >8.0 ml of lactate •L-1 of blood after the last stage, an RPE of
>9.0 on the Modified-Borg 10 point scale. If the HRmax was not obtainable from the
laboratory tests, the highest HR from the first week of pre-season training (including a
scrimmage and field-testing) was used.
Bland-Altman plots were constructed by plotting pairs of the average of the two
values of interest on the x-axis against the difference between those two values on the yaxis. The mean of the difference for the pairs was termed as “the bias”. Horizontal lines
at +1 and +2 standard deviations were plotted as visual indices of the level of agreement.
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•

Differences in the relationship between HR and VO2 have been expressed depending
on how these variables are reported (93, 142). Therefore, as the PLQ models use %HRR,
•

•

we assessed the validity of the models against multiple expressions of VO2 (i.e, VO2-abs,
•

•

•

VO2-rel, %VO2max, and %VO2R).
Statistical analysis. The relationship between the respective PLQ scores and the
•

relevant VO2 values were analyzed using Pearson’s correlations (r) between PLQ scores
•

and VO2 values for each stage for each individual and the coefficients of determination
(R2) for data grouped by gender using IBM SPSS Statistics (v19, IBM Corp, New York).
•

•

The VO2 measured were compared to the predicted VO2 values generated from the
regression equation of the group data to determine the level of agreement using Bland
Altman plots. The Bland-Altman plots were generated using Microsoft Excel 2007
(Microsoft Corporation, Redmond WA).

RESULTS
•

Very strong correlations exist between the stage PLQ scores and the VO2 values of
interest for each individual as indicated by the Pearson product moment correlation
coefficients (r) (range: females: 0.8446 - 0.9969, males: 0.9771 – 0.9993, Tables 3.2.3
and 3.2.4). The R2 values were higher for the male than for the female players (female v
•

•

•

male: VO2-abs: 0.4860 v 07505, VO2-rel: 0.5102 v 0.7907, %VO2max: 0.2598 v 0.8453,
•

%VO2R: 0.3993 v 0.8479, Figure 3.2.1a – 3.2.1d).
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Table 3.2.3. Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients (r) between the PL score
for individual female soccer players (PLQWS) and measures of oxygen uptake (absolute
•
•
oxygen uptake (VO2-abs); relative oxygen uptake (VO2-rel), percent of maximal oxygen
•
•
uptake (%VO2max) and percent of oxygen uptake reserve (%VO2R)).
Participant
A1
B1
C1
D1
E1
F1
G1
H1
I1
J1
K1
x+s

•

VO2-abs
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.99
0.99
0.89
0.84
0.99
0.97
0.97
0.98
0.96 + 0.05

•

VO2-rel
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.99
0.99
0.88
0.85
1.00
0.97
0.97
0.98
0.96 + 0.05

•

%VO2max
0.99
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0.97
0.97
NA
0.98 + 0.01

•

%VO2R
0.99
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
0.97
0.97
NA
0.98 + 0.01

Table 3.2.4. Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients (r) between the PL score
for individual male soccer players (PLQMS) and measures of oxygen uptake (absolute
•
•
oxygen uptake (VO2-abs); relative oxygen uptake (VO2-rel), percent of maximal oxygen
•
•
uptake (%VO2max) and percent of oxygen uptake reserve (%VO2R)).
Participant
A2
B2
C2
D2
E2
F2
G2
H2
I2
J2
K2
L2
M2
N2
O2
x+s

•

VO2-abs
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.99
0.98
0.99
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.99 + 0.01

•

VO2-rel
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.99
0.98
0.99
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.99 + 0.01

•

%VO2max
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.99
0.98
0.99
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.99 + 0.01

•

%VO2R
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.99
0.98
0.99
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.99 + 0.01
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Figure 3.2.1a. Scatterplots of quantity of physiological load (PLQ) against absolute
•
oxygen uptake (VO2-abs) for female (shaded diamonds) and male (open circles)
participants. Best-fit regression lines were plotted for the pooled data for female (dashed
line) and male (solid line) participants with the type of formula listed in each figure.

Figure 3.2.1b. Scatterplots of quantity of physiological load (PLQ) against relative
•
oxygen uptake (VO2-rel), for female (shaded diamonds) and male (open circles)
participants. Best-fit regression lines were plotted for the pooled data for female (dashed
line) and male (solid line) participants with the type of formula listed in each figure.
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Figure 3.2.1c. Scatterplots of quantity of physiological load (PLQ) against percent of
•
maximal oxygen uptake (%VO2max) for female (shaded diamonds) and male (open
circles) participants. Best-fit regression lines were plotted for the pooled data for female
(dashed line) and male (solid line) participants with the type of formula listed in each
figure.

Figure 3.2.1d. Scatterplots of quantity of physiological load (PLQ) against percent of
•
oxygen uptake reserve (%VO2R) for female (shaded diamonds) and male (open circles)
participants. Best-fit regression lines were plotted for the pooled data for female (dashed
line) and male (solid line) participants with the type of formula listed in each figure.
Bland-Altman plots depicted a high-level of agreement between the measured and
•

predicted VO2 variables. (Figures 3.2.2a – 3.2.2b and 3.2.3a – 3.2.3d). The women’s data
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•

does show a tendency to underestimate VO2 values at lower intensities and overestimate
VO2 at higher intensities. (Figures 3.2.2a – 3.2.2b)

•

Figure 3.2.2a. Bland-Altman Plot measured absolute oxygen uptake (VO2-abs-msr) and
•
•
predicted absolute oxygen uptake (VO2–abs-pred) from the group VO2-abs curves for
female participants. (Solid bold line = mean of bias; dotted bold line = + 1 standard
deviation, dashed bold line = + 2 standard deviations)

•

Figure 3.2.2b. Bland-Altman Plot measured relative oxygen uptake (VO2-rel-msr) and
•
•
predicted relative oxygen uptake (VO2-rel-pred) from the group VO2-rel curve for female
participants. (Solid bold line = mean of bias; dotted bold line = + 1 standard deviation,
dashed bold line = + 2 standard deviations)
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•

Figure 3.2.3a Bland-Altman Plot measured absolute oxygen uptake (VO2-abs-msr) and
•
•
predicted absolute oxygen uptake (VO2-abs-pred) from the group VO2-abs curve for male
participants. (Solid bold line = mean of bias; dotted bold line = + 1 standard deviation,
dashed bold line = + 2 standard deviations)

•

Figure 3.2.3b. Bland-Altman Plot measured relative oxygen uptake (VO2-rel-msr) and
•
•
predicted relative oxygen uptake (VO2-rel-pred) from the group VO2-rel curve for male
participants. (Solid bold line = mean of bias; dotted bold line = + 1 standard deviation,
dashed bold line = + 2 standard deviations)
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•

Figure 3.2.3c Bland-Altman Plot measured percent of maximal oxygen uptake (%V
•
O2max-msr) and predicted percent of maximal oxygen uptake (%VO2max-pred) from the
•
group %VO2max curve for male participants. (Solid bold line = mean of bias; dotted bold
line = + 1 standard deviation, dashed bold line = + 2 standard deviations)

•

Figure 3.2.3d. Bland-Altman Plot measured percent of oxygen uptake reserve (%VO2R•
msr) and predicted percent of reserve oxygen uptake reserve (%VO2R-pred) from the
•
group %VO2R curve for male participants. (Solid bold line = mean of bias; dotted bold
line = + 1 standard deviation, dashed bold line = + 2 standard deviations)
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DISCUSSION
When determining the strain (physiological load) of athletes it is important to use
models which are valid and reliable. The objectives of this study were to assess the
validity of the mathematical models for the determination of the PL of female and male
soccer players. The PLQ scores were calculated by entering the %HRR values for
players in their respective team-specific models (Equations 3.2.1 and 3.2.2) from the
plateaus in the SM tests. Very strong correlations were obtained at the level of the
individual and a high predictive ability for the men and women at the team level. Scores
for both female and male soccer players had a level of agreement between measured and
predicted oxygen uptake scores. However, the data for the male players showed no
under- or over- representation like the female players’ data did.
In this study the two groups of athletes were tested using different sub-maximal effort
protocols which could explain some of the team level differences. The protocol used to
test the women utilized a variable starting speed and a slower rate of increase in speed.
Based on the warm-up, the female participants started their tests at a speed that would
elicit a heart rate response of approximately 140 beats • min-1 (approximately 60% HRR).
Previous unpublished testing data from our lab indicates that starting athletes of this
caliber and age at ~140 beats • min-1 would allow for 2–3 stages before lactate threshold,
and thus a test that would last between 18 and 30 min. The resulting PLQ scores for
these participants at the lower stages tend to differ less and a clustering of values appears
•

at the lower PLQ scores and VO2 values (see Figure 3.2.1c). This clustering may be due
to the greater number of stages completed at a walking intensity. A cluster of data for the
•

male participants is minimal and exists only at the lowest levels of PLQ and VO2 values.
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Due to scheduling and technical issues, data from only three female participants were
•

•

able to be used in the %VO2max and %VO2R analysis. Therefore, the data graphed
(Figures 3.2.1c and 3.2.1d) represented only the available data. These data were
presented only for demonstrative purposes. The individual correlations presented in
•

Table 3.2.3 are the same regardless of the VO2 measure. Additional data needs to be
obtained to assess whether the trend in the men’s data exists in the women’s data.
•

The correlations between the VO2 values and the PLQ scores for both female and
male soccer players on an individual level were all very strong (Tables 3.2.3 and 3.2.4).
The PLQ scores were generated by entering percent of heart rate reserve (%HRR) values
into the model. Therefore, it was expected that there would be a stronger relationship
•

•

between the PLQ scores and %VO2R due to the relationship between %VO2 R and
%HRR (93, 142). While slight differences between genders were found for the
correlations based on each individual’s tests, there were no variations within each gender
(Tables 3.2.3 and 3.2.4).
The CoDs of the grouped data show more variation between the groups and within
the group of women soccer players (Figures 3.2.1a – 3.2.1d). We propose that these
variations are based on the differences between the testing protocols and differences in
general fitness levels between the groups. The smaller increase in stress to the female
players from stage to stage led to a clustering of the PLQ scores and a slower rate of
•

increase in the observed VO2 values. Noticeably different slopes of the individual’s
curve are seen between the women’s and the men’s data (Figure 3.2.4a – 3.2.4b). PLQ:
•

VO2-abs curves with lower slopes may indicate participants who engaged in more stages
before LT (Figure 3.2.4a – 3.2.4b). Those participants with a higher slope engaged in
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fewer stages and consumed more oxygen than those individuals with lower slopes and
•

reached a higher %VO2max (Figures 3.2.1c, 3.2.4a and 3.2.4b). More men exceeded
•

greater than 80% of the VO2max than did women during the sub-maximal effort tests
(Figure 3.2.1c). Future studies are needed to determine if these differences are based on
the differences in the protocol or the fitness level of the athletes.

Figure 3.2.4a. Quantity of physiological load (PLQ) for individual players against
•
absolute oxygen uptake (VO2-abs) curves from each female participant’s sub-maximal
effort tests.
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Figure 3.2.4b. Quantity of physiological load (PLQ) for individual players against
•
absolute oxygen uptake (VO2-abs) curves from each male participant’s sub-maximal
effort tests.

The only previous study to explore the relationship between a method of determining
the PL model and “gold standard” value indicated a strong correlation between sRPE, a
•

psycho-physiological model, and VO2peak (R2=0.76) using polynomial equations (70).
The data from the female athletes were not as strongly correlated as the male athlete’s
(Figure 3.2.1c). Therefore, it is necessary to determined if using a standardized protocol
would improve the women’s CoD.
Bland-Altman plots were produced to assess the level of agreement between the
•

measured and predicted VO2 variables measured (Figures 3.2.2a – 3.2.2b and 3.2.3a –
3.2.3d). Bland-Altman plots indicating a high level of agreement will have bias lines
close to zero and data that are be evenly dispersed within +2 standard deviations of the
bias line (24). Both models appeared to have a good level of agreement. However, the
•

•

data indicated a tendency for the women’s model to under-estimate VO2-abs and VO2-rel
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at lower intensities and to over-estimate these variables at higher intensities. The BlandAltman plots for the men show more agreement as there are no biases.

CONCLUSION
Models for the determination of PL for a female and a male NCAA DI soccer team
have been recently produced from their SM and HMC test values (153). While these
models are intuitive, validation of the scores produced by these models against the “gold
•

standard” variable of VO2 expressed as absolute (l • min-1) and relative (ml• kg-1 • min-1)
•

•

values, and as %VO2max and %VO2R values. The high levels of agreement indicated, by
•

the very strong relationship between the PLQ scores and the VO2 values, the grouped
CoD values and the Bland-Altman plots support the use of these models as a valid means
of determining the PL with these groups of players. Future research is needed to
determine if the worse fit of the women’s regression equations was based on the protocol
used or differences in the level of fitness in sub-populations within the group.
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ABSTRACT
Several models have been presented to calculate the physiological load (PL) of
athletes while they train and compete. Few studies have been conducted to compare the
scores of the previously presented PL models. Recently, two new models have been
devised for quantifying the PL in female (PLQWS) and male (PLQMS) collegiate soccer
players. The purpose of this study was to compare scores from these new models to the
previous PL models using the same dataset. METHODS: Heart rate (HR) data from one
randomly selected training session completed by each group were entered into the PL
models (9 models for the women and 10 models for the men) for determination of their
respective PL scores. These scores were then analyzed using a repeated-measures
ANOVA (RM-ANOVA) test with a Bonferroni post-hoc analysis, and compared in a
pairwise manner to the PLQ models using the Pearson’s product moment correlation (r)
analysis. RESULTS: Most PL models were found to be statistically significantly
different from but strongly correlated (r > 0.60) with the proposed PLQ models based on
the RM-ANOVA and Pearson analyses. CONCLUSION: The new models produce
statistically different values from the previous models. While there were stong to very
strong relationships between the new and old models, they are not interchangable.
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS: When selecting a model to assess the PL of their
athletes, coaches need to judiciously select the model that is most similar to their
circumstances.

Key Words: TRIMPs, Training load, soccer, heart rate
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INTRODUCTION
Sports coaches design their training programs to elicit a peak in performance during a
specified period of time, typically a championship tournament or competition. Many of
the coaches of high performing and elite level athletes employ a periodized training plan
where training volumes and intensities are modulated during different phases to enhance
specific abilities. However, a periodized training plan does not provide feedback with
regard to the amount of strain, or physiological load (PL), that the athletes experience
during the training sessions. Several models have been proposed as a means of assessing
this strain.
The earliest PL model was developed by Banister and colleagues (14) as part of their
work on predicting sports performance for athletes engaged in “steady-state” sports, like
swimming and running. They defined the PL of an exercise session as the stress (i.e., the
amount of work to be performed) multiplied by the strain (i.e., the amount of effort put
forth as indicated by a physiological variable). They termed the PL value as a TRIMP.
Since that time 10 other models of calculating the TRIMP value have been developed.
These PL models have operationalized strain differently. Nine of the 10 models utilize a
form of HR as the index of physiological strain; the 10th model utilizes a psychometric
perception of strain (Table 3.3.1). Other differences in the models include: using an
averaged measure of the intensity of the session (TRIMP80 (14), TRIMP86 (17), sRPE
(54)), classifying the intensity into distinct zones (TRIMPLucia (96), HZT (43),
TRIMPWood (157), TRIMPmod (137)), and weighting each HR value (TRIMPMillet (107),
TRIMPi (98), TRIMPfit (63)). The averaged-intensity models (TRIMP80, TRIMP86 and
sRPE) use a few values (an average of 3 %HRmax values for TRIMP80 and 3 %HRR
values for TRIMP86, one RPE value for the activity) as their indication of the strain.
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Intuitively these models were suited for steady-state activities, but not for stochastic
training sessions, such as occur with soccer, basketball, lacrosse and rugby. These
models multiply strain value by the duration of the session in minutes to determine their
PL scores.
The zone-based models use varied methods to set their zones, or categories.
TRIMPLuica uses the ventilatory threshold (VT) as the differentiate between zones 1 and
2, and the respiratory compensation point (RCP) as the differentiate between stages 2 and
3. The TRIMPWood model used several different thresholds and relationships between
thresholds to set its 5 zones. The TRIMPmod model used the blood lactate concentration
([HLa]) curve as the basis of their model and constructed the 5 zones, with zones 2 and 4
anchored on [HLa] values of 1.5 and 4.0 millimoles per liter (mmol • l-1), respectively.
The HZT model used the simple approach of decile-based categorical zones, based on
%HRmax. In all of the zonal models, each zone is assigned a weighting factor.
TRIMPLucia and HZT used arithmetic scaled weighting factors, with the zone 1 (the
lowest zone) having a weighting factor of 1 and then increased by 1 with each increase in
intensity zone. TRIMPWood used the approximate lactate value from swimming field tests
as the weighting factors for each zone, which resulted in a scale that had both arithmetic
and exponential charactersitics. The weighting factors for the TRIMPmod were formed by
using an exponential equation similar to the method proposed by Banister and colleagues
(17). PL scores for the zone models were calculated by multiplying the minutes spent in
the zone by its weighting factor and then summing all of those zone values.
The continuous-tracking models (i.e., TRIMPMillet, TRIMPi, and TRIMPfit) determine
a partial PL score for each HR value. A total PL score was then calculated by entering
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each HR observed during the period of interest into the model’s equation and then
summing all of the partial PL scores.
The calculated PL scores were expressed in minute values. However, even though
most of the PL scores have been termed TRIMPs and were expressed in the same manner
(per minute) few comparisons between these models have been performed.
Most of the comparative studies that have been conducted have correlated one or
multiple PL models with the sRPE model in different populations. The relationships
between the sRPE model and the TRIMP86, TRIMPLucia, and HZT models were found to
be significant for male soccer players (r = 0.50 – 0.77, r = 0.54 – 0.78, r = 0.61 – 0.85,
respectively; p < 0.01) (74), elite females soccer players (r = 0.67 – 0.95, r = 0.56 – 0.97,
r = 0.50 – 0.96, respectively; p < 0.01) (3) and well-trained swimmers (r = 0.55 - .92,
r = 0.59 – 0.94, r = 0.56 – 0.91, p not stated (150). Likewise, male professional
basketball players in Europe were found to have primarily strong relationships between
their sRPE scores and TRIMP86 and HZT scores (r = 0.70 – 0.82, r = 0.69 – 0.85,
p<0.001) (100). While a visual inspection of PL scores may reveal that the scores are of
different magnitudes, only Foster and colleagues (53) have conducted analyses to
determine if there were differences between PL scores. They compared the scores from
the sRPE and HZT models and found that the PL scores from the sRPE model were
significantly greater across a range of running activities for physically active individuals
and during collegiate basketball practices.
Two new models for determining the quantity of physiological load (PLQ) for
collegiate female (PLQWS) and male (PLQMS) soccer players using a continuous-tracking
methodology were recently produced (153) and shown to be internally valid against
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multiple VO2 measures (156). These models were shown to be very strongly related with
•

the VO2 measures collected (r = 0.84 – 1.00) and thus warrant being considered as
accurate models for quantifying the PL of soccer players. In order to understand how
these new models related to the previously constructed models, it was necessary to
determine if the scores from the previous models differ from and were correlated with the
PLQWS and PLQMS models.
Therefore, it was the purpose of this study to compare the recently developed (PLQ)
models to the previous (PL) models presented by other researchers. It was hypothesized
that entering the same data into the new and the previously presented models would result
in statistically different scores and a wide range of correlations. These hypotheses were
formulated from the analysis of the models and observations of the scores presented in
several studies. While a percentile variant of HR is the predominant strain index in these
PL models, each model is slightly different from the others. The more similar the
models, the more likely the scores are to be similar. Likewise, the less similar the models
are mathematically, the more dissimilar and possibly statistically significant the scores
would be. We expected that due to the mathematical differences between the models, the
correlation coefficients between the PLQ models and the PL models would vary.

METHODS
Experimental Approach to the Problem Members of an National Collegiate
Athletics Association (NCAA) Division I (DI) women’s and men’s soccer teams were
brought into the Human Performance Laboratory at the University of Wisconsin –
Milwaukee to complete sub-maximal and maximal effort treadmill tests The female
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participants completed a sub-maximal effort treadmill (SM) protocol with a variable start.
The initial stage was set at a speed to elicit a HR of approximately 140 beats• min-1
(Table 3.2.1). The incline was set at 1% (79) and speed was increased by 0.8 km • h-1 per
stage. In contrast, male participants completed a standardized sub-maximal effort
treadmill protocol. The incline was set at 1%, initial speed was 6.0 km • h-1 and was
increased by 2.0 km • h-1 per stage. The duration of the stages in both SM protocols was
6 min. Blood was collected for blood lactate concentration ([HLa]) analysis during the
min 6 of each SM stage. The maximal effort treadmill (HMC) protocols started with 0%
incline, and increased in speed by 1 km • h-1 and incline by 2%, alternately, after the first
stage. Blood for [HLa] analysis was collected 1 min after the conclusion of the HMC
test. All stages were 1 min in duration. Women started at a speed of 6 km • h-1 and men
started at 7 km • h-1. Female participants completed the SM test prior to their Fall preseason training and HMC tests were conducted during an off-/ rest week in the middle of
the season. Male participants completed SM and HMC protocols prior to their Fall preseason training on the same day separated by a recovery period. Regression analyses
were conducted to determine the best-fit equations for the prediction of [HLa] from
%HRR when the data were pooled by team. The mathematical models were labeled
PLQWS for the women’s soccer team and PLQMS for the men’s soccer team. (For more
information about the testing procedures consult Wilson, Goeppinger, Wade and Snyder
(153))
Players then wore Polar Team1 heart rate monitors during their training sessions.
Data from one practice session for each group were entered into their respective PLQ
model and the other PL models. The resulting PL scores were compared using statistical
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tests to determine if the scores were different and how well the scores were related using
a correlation analysis technique. Nine of these 10 PL models, also known as TRIMP
models, selected utilize a physiological variable (i.e., %HRmax and %HRR) to assess the
strain placed on the athletes. Models which characterize training load as an absolute nonphysiologically-based indicator or measure of work performed, were not utilized even
though some of these models have been classified as TRIMP models. While the sRPE
model does not utilize a physiological model of strain, it does use the perception of strain
as a factor. Thus, it was included due to its prevalence in the PL literature and the fact
that it is the only other PL model to undergo a validity assessment.
Participants Eighteen (n=18) female and eighteen (n=18) male collegiate well-

trained NCAA DI soccer players (x + s: age: 19.4 + 1.1 and 20.1 + 1.7 yr, weight: 61.5 +
6.1 and 75.4 + 10.4 kg, height: 1.67 + 0.07 and 1.80 + 0.07 m, BMI: 22.2 + 1.8 and 23.3
+ 2.0 kg •m-2, respectively) participated in this study. All participants were informed of
the aims and objectives of the study before completing informed consent and health
history documents. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the
University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee.
Practice session One session per team was randomly selected for analysis. HR data
from these practices were downloaded using Polar ProTrainer 5 (version 5.00.100)
Professional Training Software. The data were exported for PL score computation in
Microsoft Office Excel 2007 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA USA).
HR data Each HR value was transformed into a percent of HR reserve (82, %HRR)
or percent of maximal HR (%HRmax) equivalent (Equations 3.3.1 and 3.3.2) for use in the
PL models.
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%HRR = (HRobs – HRrest) • (HRmax – HRrest)-1

3.3.1

%HRmax = (HRmax – HRexer) • HRmax-1

3.3.2

Where “HRobs” were all of the observed HR data for the analyzed training sessions,
“HRrest” was the resting HR value, and “HRmax” was the maximum HR. In place of a true
resting HR for the HRrest value for each study participant/ athlete, the lowest HR value
recorded while wearing the HRM during testing or the first week of training was used.
HRmax was determined from the maximal effort test that the participant/ athlete
completed.
Physiological Load Models and Scores The equations for the previous PL models
are presented in Table 3.3.1. The appropriate HR values were entered into the equations
in the manner prescribed by the authors with the following three adjustments. First, one
HR value was randomly selected from three distinct periods during the training session
for averaging and use in the TRIMP80 and TRIMP86 models to ensure that HR values
were not selected too closely due to the random selection of time points. Second, due to
time constraints placed upon the participants, an RPE score for the session was obtained
from the male soccer players 10 min post-practice rather than 30 min post-practice as
prescribed by Foster and colleagues (54). This was necessary due to the student-athletes
need to attend classes. Third, using polynomial equations as proposed by González-Haro
and colleagues (63) produced negative scores. Therefore, exponential equations
determined from regression analyses conducted on each individual’s sub-maximal and
maximal effort test data (which did not produce these unrealistic values) were used.
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Table 3.3.1. Formulae for previous PL models
Category Models
Mean
TRIMP80 (14)
TRIMP86 (17)
sRPE (54)
Zones
TRIMPLucia (96), HZT(43),
TRIMPWood (157),
TRIMPMod (137)
Continuos TRIMPMillet (107)
TRIMPfit (63)
TRIMPi (98)
PLQWS (153)
PLQMS (153)

Equation
-

TRIMP80 = T • (x of 3HR values • 100/ HRmax)
TRIMP86 = T • (x of 3 %HRR values) • y
sRPE = T • CR10
Score = (tZ1 • wZ1) + (tZ2 • wZ2) + . . . (tZn • wZn)

TRIMPMillet = ∑ (sr-1 • %HRRi • y)
Individual best-fit exponential regression equation
TRIMPi = ∑ (sr-1 • %HRR • yi)
PLQWS = ∑ [(0.90886 + 0.00705673 • e(7.03434 • %HRRi)) • sr-1]
PLQMS = ∑ [(0.235182 • e(3.55248 • %HRRi)) • sr-1]

Key e = Naperian natural logarithm = 2.71828182845904
CR10 = Borg’s Criterion Referenced 10 point RPE scale
HR = heart rate
HRmax = maximal heart rate
%HRR = percent of heart rate reserve
%HRRi = individual percent of heart rate reserve values
n = highest zone number
sr = sampling rate of HR monitor (i.e., the number of values reported in 1 min)
sRPE = Rating of Perceived Exertion for a session
∑ = sum of all calculated values
t = duration of time in each zone in minutes
T = duration of exercise session in minutes
w = weighting factor
x = mean value over the exercise session
y = intensity factor from general gender specific regression equation for lactate
curve (ymale = 0.64 • %HRR • e1.92%HRR, yfemale = 0.86 • %HRR • e1.67%HRR)
yi = individual best-fit equation for lactate curve
Z = zone

Statistical analysis. PLQ and PL scores were compared by gender using a repeated
measures analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA) with a Bonferroni post-hoc analysis. The
degree of relationship between the PLQ scores and the respective scores from the other
PL models were analyzed using Pearson’s product moment correlations (r). All statistics
were computed using IBM SPSS Statistics (v19, IBM Corp, New York) (p < 0.05).
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The observed power for the RM–ANOVA analyses was 1.000 for both analyses (α =
0.05).

RESULTS
The RM-ANOVA indicated differences between the PLQ scores and the scores from
the other PL methodologies for both the PLQWS and PLQMS models (PLQWS F(1, 17) =
341.07, p < 0.001; PLQMS F (1, 11) = 1307.93, p < 0.001). Post-hoc analyses revealed
that the PLQ score for the female soccer players was significantly different from the
TRIMP80, TRIMPLucia, HZT, TRIMPWood, TRIMPmod, TRIMPMillet and TRIMPi scores (p
< 0.01, Figure 3.3.1). Post-hoc analyses revealed that the PLQ scores for the male soccer
players was significantly different from the TRIMP80, TRIMP86, sRPE, TRIMPLucia, HZT,
TRIMPWood, TRIMPmod, TRIMPMillet and TRIMPi scores (p < 0.01, Figure 3.3.2).
Pearson analyses revealed varying correlations and many significant relationships
between PLQ and other PL scores (Table 3.3.2). Very strong relationships exist between
the PLQWS scores and TRIMPMillet (r = 1.00), TRIMPLucia (r = 0.99), TRIMPmod (r = 0.97),
HZT (r = 0.92), TRIMPWood (r = 0.91), TRIMP86 (r = 0.79) and TRIMP80 (r = 0.72)
scores. The TRIMPi and TRIMPfit scores have strong relationships with the PLQWS
scores (r = 0.67 and r = 0.60, respectively). The PLQMS scores are very strongly related
to the TRIMPMillet (r = 0.99), TRIMPmod (r = 0.99), HZT (r = 0.98), TRIMPWood (r =
0.97), TRIMPi (r = 0.82) and TRIMPLucia (r = 0.80) scores. Strong relationships exist
between the PLQMS scores and the TRIMP80 (r=0.65), TRIMP86 (r = 0.62) scores.
Moderate relationships were found between the PLQMS scores and the TRIMPfit (r =0.50)
and sRPE (r = 0.50) scores.
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Figure 3.3.1. Mean PL scores for female players. Significantly different from respective
PLQWS value in RM-ANOVA analysis. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001.

Figure 3.3.2. Mean PL scores for male players. Significantly different from respective
PLQMS value in RM-ANOVA analysis. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001.
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Table 3.3.2. Pearson product moment correlation coefficeints between the scores from
PLQWS and PLQMS and the other PL models. n = number of individuals for the particular
methodology, r = Pearson Product Moment correlation, NC = not calculated.
Significantly correlated with respective PLQ value: § p<0.05, §§ p<0.01, §§§ p<0.001.

Models
TRIMP80
TRIMP86
sRPE
TRIMPLucia
HZT
TRIMPWood
TRIMPmod
TRIMPMillet
TRIMPi
TRIMPfit

PLQWS
n
r
18 0.72§§
18 0.79§§
NC
NC
18 0.99§§
18 0.92§§
18 0.91§§
18 0.97§§
18 1.00§§
18 0.67§§
18 0.60§§

n
18
17
15
18
18
18
17
18
16
16

PLQMS
r
0.65§§
0.62§§
0.50
0.80§§§
0.98§§§
0.97§§§
0.99§§§
0.99§§§
0.82§§§
0.50§

DISCUSSION
Data from single practice sessions completed by these female and male soccer players
were entered into their respective PLQ models and the other PL models. Rating of
perceived exertion data were not collected for the female participants, therefore sRPE
was not analyzed for this group. The RM-ANOVA test and the post-hoc analyses
revealed that significant differences existed between the scores from both of the PLQ
models and the other PL models at the 0.01 level. The Pearson correlation coefficients
indicated that PLQ scores were strongly related to the other PL scores (r = 0.60 – 1.00, p
< 0.001), except the sRPE and TRIMPfit models for the PLQMS scores. Therefore, both
proposed hypotheses were supported as the models were shown to result in
mathematically different values and they were related as indicated by the Pearson
correlations values.
These results are consistent with previously presented comparative literature. Strong
and very strong Pearson correlation coefficients were found between the different PL
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scores (Table 3.3.2). This may be the result of the low intensity but long duration of the
practice session. The TRIMPMillet model utilized the same formula as the TRIMP86
model but calculated a TRIMP value for every HR value which may explain the weaker
correlations between the PLQ scores and the TRIMP86 scores. The TRIMP86 model
utilizes three randomly selected HR values, which could be taken during peak- ,
moderate- or low-intensity activities, or a combination. The randomness of the selection
can be a source of error and as the time point when the HR values were observed/
collected varied between individuals, this error could have been increased. By assessing
a partial TRIMP value for every HR, the TRIMPMillet model would reduce the affect of
erroneous HR values being randomly selected. As the TRIMP86 model was originally
conceived to be used with individuals completing steady state activities, their averaging
of 3 randomly observed HR values would not have presented the same issue as when
using this model in more stochastic events.
The Pearson correlation coefficient value for the PLQMS-sRPE correlation indicated a
moderate but non-significant relationship. Also, this Pearson correlation coefficient was
tied for the lowest for the men’s data. The weaker correlations may also be due to
collection of the RPE scores at approximately 10 min after practice and not at the
prescribed 30 min, which may have inflated the sRPE scores.
Very strong correlations (r > 0 .80) may be interpreted as an indication of the
consistency of the scores in relation to the other scores. Data that produce a high score in
the PLQ model may produce a high score in the corresponding PL model. As such, the
PLQ scores from both models correspond very strongly with the TRIMPMillet,
TRIMPLucia, HZT, and TRIMPWood models, and the PLQMS scores correlate very strongly
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with the TRIMPi scores. The lines connecting the corresponding scores between the
PLQWS and TRIMPMillet models do not cross each other (Figure 3.3.3a). This however,
does not mean that the scores are interchangeable or that these models can be considered
valid measures of PL. By comparison, the scores from the PLQWS model were not
significantly different from the TRIMPfit scores and were strongly correlated (PLQWS =
240.79 + 61.75, TRIMPfit = 213.98 + 71.62, r = 0.60) but the slopes of the lines in the
line graphs are different and multiple lines cross each other (Figure 3.3.3b) which
indicate many discrepancies in the rank-order of the score between the groups.

Figure 3.3.3a. Individual line graph of scores from the PLQWS and TRIMPMillet models.
(r = 1.00)
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Figure 3.3.3b. Individual line graph of scores from the PLQWS and TRIMPfit models (r =
0.60)

While the PLQ models were strongly and significantly correlated with the majority of
the PL scores, they were also significantly different mathematically from those scores.
These differences are the result of the mathematical characteristics of the models. While
many of the models produced numbers which were relatively close, some of the models
produced different scores which could be observed visually. The TRIMP80, sRPE and
TRIMPWood models produced the highest scores. They have large multipliers and are not
controlled by an intensity factor. The score of the TRIMP80 model is the product of the
average %HRmax and the session duration (14). The sRPE scores are the product of the
RPE score (i.e., 1 – 10) and the session duration. The TRIMPWood model utilizes the
largest weighting factor scale (157) and thus more time in the higher zones will inflate
the PL scores. Banister and colleagues realized that the TRIMP80 scores could be high
even if the intensity was low due to a longer duration (17), which is why the TRIMP86
model was created (17). By adding an intensity variable, “y”, based on the non-linear
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regression equation of a general lactate curve, the inflation of the score was controlled,
which was exhibited in this study. The addition of such an intensity factor to the sRPE
model might reduce the scores.
The scores for both of the PLQ models were not different from the TRIMPfit model
scores. This may be due to the fact that the TRIMPfit equation is the best-fit equation
from each individual and the PLQ model is the best-fit equation for the pooled data from
these same subjects. However, the Pearson coefficients between the PLQ scores and the
PLQ-TRIMPfit models indicated strong and moderate realtionships (PLQWS: r = 0.60 and
PLQMS: r = 0.50) and they were lowest of the Pearson correlation values in their
respective comparisons. This indicated that while the meaned scores were similar, the PL
scores from these models were dissimilar in rank-order between the groups (Figure
3.3.3b).
This study and the interpretation of the results are limited by a few factors. First, only
one training session per group was analyzed. An analysis of more sessions may allow for
trends between the PL models and either exercise session duration or the intensity (or
possibly both) to be made. Even after more sessions have been analyzed, generalization
of these results should be made with caution due to the small sample sizes of these
groups. Second, the participants were well-trained collegiate-level soccer players who
train on a daily basis from one female and one male team. Athletes at different levels or
in different sports may produce different results. Third, 9 out of 189 (4.76%) data points
were missing from the men’s analyses. Missing data can sometimes be estimated and
entered; however, it was deemed that this could not be done with confidence due to the
differences found between and within the models. Last, we adjusted some of the
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techniques used to calculate three of the PL models, as stated in the Methods section.
These adjustments were made to ensure that data would be representative, were randomly
sampled, and were able to be obtained, not to alter the resulting PL scores.

CONCLUSION
Data from single practice sessions completed by the collegiate female and male
soccer players in this study were entered into their respective PLQ models and the other
PL models. The statistical analyses of the resulting scores indicated that the PLQ models
were consistently different from but significantly and strongly and very strongly related
to most of the PL models, which partially support our hypothesis. These relationships
between the PLQ models and the PL models indicate that some individual scores have
approximately the same rank-order between models even though they have different
magnitudes. However, the PLQ and PL scores are not interchangeable, even when the
correlations are very strong.

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
Using a PL model to track the intensity experienced by athletes can help coaches
ascertain the level of strain that the athletes undergo during a session, the level of
recovery between sessions, and their level of fitness. This study indicates that there were
differences in the scales of some of these PL models and in the magnitude of individual
scores depending on the model being used. Therefore, coaches need to determine which
model is most appropriate for their sports and their athletes. Also, due to the different
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magnitudes of the scores produced by these PL models, it is not advisable to compare the
PL scores produced by different models.
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The overall aim of this research project was to devise valid mathematical models for
quantifying the physiological load (PL) of practices and competitions for female and
male National Collegiate Athletic Assocation (NCAA) Division I (DI) collegiate soccer
players (female’s model: PLQWS, male’s model: PLQMS). Data from sub-maximal and
maximal effort tests were used to construct these models. After development of the PLQ
models, they were shown to be consistent and internally valid when comparing the PLQ
•

scores to 4 different expressions of the volume of oxygen consumed (VO2), the gold
standard of performed work. Last, comparisons of the scores from the PLQ models to the
PL scores from the previous models occurred. In combination these three studies have
produced models which are physiologically realistic, have a very strong relationship with
the gold standard of work performed and are unique when compared to the models
previously presented in the research literature for the assessment of PL.
The first study proposed that several variables which can readily be collected in a
field setting be considered for incorporation into a model for determining the PL of
NCAA DI female and male soccer players. It was hypothesized that a multi-variate
model would produce a better fitting equation than a single variable equation, that the
movement and ventilation rate variables would be incorporated into the new model, and
that the model constructed for the men (PLQMS) would produce a lower score that the
model constructed for the women (PLQWS) for the same bout of exercise. Players were
brought into the lab to complete sub-maximal and maximal effort tests. The sub-maximal
protocol was standardized for the men to enhance comparability of results between
participants. Also, due to a greater level of fitness revealed from pilot testing of the male
players, the maximal effort protocol was adjusted to result in a testing time of 10 – 12
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minutes. These adjustments to the testing protocols should not have affected the results
as the individual responses to the workloads, as indicated by the blood lactate values,
were the basis of the model. The linear and non-linear analyses lead to the determination
that exponential formulae produced the best-fit equations for the PLQWS and PLQMS
participants. An analysis of these models indicated that percent of heart rate reserve
(%HRR) was the only predictor variable. Therefore, the first two hypotheses were not
supported. A paired-sample t-test revealed that the higher scores from the PLQMS model
were significantly different from the scores from the PLQWS model when the same data
were entered into each equation. Therefore, the models were deemed to be different.
Thus, the third hypothesis was partially supported in that the models were different and
partially unsupported in that the PLQMS scores were not lower at the same intensities.
•

The second study was designed to compare 4 expressions of VO2 to the scores from
the proposed models. It was hypothesized that there would be a strong to very strong
•

relationship between the PLQ scores and the VO2 values and a high level of agreement
between the measured and predicted objective measure of physical work. Pearson
•

product moment correlations were conducted between the PLQ scores and VO2 as
•

•

expressed absolutely (l • min-1, VO2-abs), relative to bodyweight (ml • min-1 • kg-1, VO2rel), as a percent of maximal oxygen uptake (%VO2max) and as a percentage of oxygen
uptake reserve (%VO2R) from the sub-maximal effort tests. Analyses indicated that the
•

VO2 variables were very strongly related on an individual level for both groups, at a very
strong level at a group level for the men and at a moderate level at a group level for the
women. While the variable-start protocol, used with the female soccer players, was good
for building the original model as it provided many data points, these data were not
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different in physiological response at lower workloads. Therefore, when the validation
analyses were conducted, the pooling of scores at the lower workload/ intensities reduced
the Pearson correlation coefficients (r) and coefficients of determination (R2) values.
•

Bland-Altman plots also showed a high degree of agreement between the measured VO2
values and those predicted from the regression equations. A tendency to under-predict
•

•

VO2 values at low intensities and over-predict VO2 values at higher intensities was found
in the women’s data, which may be due to the “pooling” of intensities scores at lower
•

workloads. This under- and over-prediction of VO2 was not evident in the men’s BlandAltman plots.
The aim of the last study was to compare the PLQ scores with the PL scores from the
previous models. It was hypothesized that there would be a wide range of correlations
between the PLQ scores and the other PL scores for each group. Data were analyzed to
determine if there were differences in the scores using a repeated measures analysis of
variance test with a Bonferroni adjustment to the post-hoc analyses. Pearson product
moment correlations (Pearson) were conducted to determine how related the data were.
The post-hoc analyses determined that many of the PL scores were different from the
respective PLQ scores. Pearson analyses revealed that the scores of most of the PL
models were at least strongly related to the PLQ scores.
Thus, these studies present two models for the determination of PL for NCAA DI
soccer players which are valid on an individual and a group level and distinct from most
of the previously presented models. Therefore, when taken collectively, these analyses
add a more detailed analysis of these models than has been presented previously in the
literature.
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Most of the PL models set out to use a given predictor variable (14, 17, 54, 96, 43,
157, 137, 107, 98, 63) rather than explore other potentially viable predictors. This was
probably due to the state of the technology (or the access to current technology) at the
time that the studies were conducted. Therefore, it makes sense that a transformed
version of HR was the predominant variable in the models. The sRPE model (54) was an
attempt to further simplify data collection by removing the need for a technological
apparatus. However, when this was done, the ability to objectively assess the
physiological load was lost and replaced with a subject interpretation of physiological
strain, which has not been validated for activities which take place over a prolonged
period of time. The regression analyses used to determine the PLQ models resulted in
%HRR as the best predictor of the [HLa] curve for the group of female participants.
Until better tests which allow for these other variables to be interpretable are created, a
form of HR may be the best predictor.
The PL models have been characterized and presented based on the similarity in the
way in which the strain was quantified. The PLQ models are continuous-tracking models
and therefore are similar in approach to the TRIMPMillet (107), TRIMPfit (63) and TRIMPi
(98) models. The TRIMPMillet and TRIMPi models are similar in that they use %HRR as
the strain variable, and have a moderating intensity (e.g., “k” and“ yi ”, respectively)
factor. TRIMPMillet uses generic values in its “k” factor, while TRIMPi uses unique
values for each individual in its “yi” factor. As the generic “k” factor is not specific to
(and maybe not even realistic for) our groups, the models produced significantly different
PL scores from the PLQ scores produced. For our data the “yi” factor was either an
exponential or a second-degree polynomial equation. The utilization of a second-degree
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polynomial equation may have lead to negative numbers for some of the participants,
which were not included in the total TRIMP score but did present a loss of data. This
may be a reason for the lower group TRIMPi scores. The manner in which we adjusted
the TRIMPfit model, to prevent the calculation of unrealistic values, resulted in the bestfit exponential equation being used.
However, the PLQ scores were different from the scores from the TRIMPMillet (107)
and TRIMPi (98) models, but similar to the TRIMPfit (63) model scores. This may be due
to the fact that the TRIMPfit equation is the best-fit equation from each individual and the
PLQ model is the best-fit equation for the pooled data from these same subjects.
The Pearson correlation coefficient values were significant and indicated a very
strong relationship between the TRIMPMillet and PLQ scores for both groups. The
Pearson correlation coefficient values also indicated strong and very strong relationships
between the TRIMPi and PLQ scores for the women and men, respectively with the
scores between the models being significantly related. However, while the Pearson
correlation coefficient values between the PLQ and TRIMPfit models indicated strong and
moderate relationships between the scores (PLQWS r = 0.60 and PLQMS r = 0.50) they
were the lowest of the r values in their respective comparisons. This indicated that while
the meaned scores were similar, the PL scores from these models for each individual
were not the same from each equation and that the scores differ in magnitude to the other
scores between the models.
The levels of Pearson coefficients in the validation analysis at the individual level
•

with the measures of VO2 were very strong for both groups. There was an
understandable and expected drop in the correlation when the data was pooled by team.
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The Pearson correlation value for the women however dropped more than it did for the
men. This was most likely due to the differences between the sub-maximal testing
protocols. With the women we used a variable start protocol, where the initial stage was
at a speed that elicited a HR of ~140 beats • min-1 and an increase in speed of 0.8 km • h1

. The combination of the low starting speed and small increases in speed led to a

number of stages at low levels of strain with little difference between some of the early
stages, and therefore a “pooling” of data at the lower workloads. This “pooling” of data
was not apparent with the men’s data. The men’s tests had a fixed starting speed and a
larger increase in speed (2 km • h-1) between stages. It is hypothesized that having the
women complete a similar fixed protocol with larger increases in speed will enhance the
correlations by reducing the “pooling” in the early stages. Work will need to be
performed to devise the most appropriate starting points and amount of increase in speed
for the sub-maximal effort test. The HMC protocol has already been differentiated while
the degree of increase in speed and incline are the same between the two protocols, the
women started at a lower speed (the HMC10 protocol).
Validation assessments have only been conducted on these PLQ models and the sRPE
model. While assessment of the sRPE model indicated a strong relationship between the
•

sRPE scores and the VO2 values obtained, the coefficients of determination are lower
than were obtained with the PLQ models. This may be due to the rigidness of the CR-10
RPE scale (the strain index for this model) and the magnitude of the duration of the
training session. RPE scores are reported in increments of 0.5. If we assume a
-

conservative variation in RPE scores of 1.0 (x = 4.0) for a 120 min training session, the
range of scores is 360 to 600 units and they are not necessarily normally distributed.
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Rather there are a number of scores at 360, 480 and 600. The addition of an intensity
factor similar to what was introduced in the TRIMP86 model might be desirous, though
methodologically problematic. Another means of allowing scores to be less fixed, would
be to allow for RPE scores to be reported on an increment of 0.1. This solution may lead
•

to reliability and validity issues. The correlation between the PLQ models and the VO2
measures may have been higher due to the fact that we compared the PLQ scores to the
•

VO2 values from the same physiological tests.
The PLQWS and PLQMS models presented in this research have been shown to be
internally valid predictors of physiological load of these NCAA DI soccer athletes. The
scores produced by these models are different from the other models which have been
previously reported and therefore cannot be used interchangeably and the comparison of
scores from different models is not advised at this time. While these models are not
generalizable due to the small sample sizes, the continuous-tracking approach used to
generate these PLQ models should be employed by others when developing new PLQ
models.
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SECTION 5: Conclusion
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The ability to assess the physiological load of athletes is of practical importance to
athletes and coaches in that it would allow them to understand how the athletes are
responding to the imposed demands of the training session planned by the coach.
Therefore, PL models need to be able to recognize the changes in intensity that occur
during training and competitions. While PL models which are responsive have been
proposed, they have not been subjected to validation assessments. The PLQ models
presented produced scores for each group that are very strongly related to the expressions
•

of VO2 calculated. Therefore, we present these models for use in assessing the
physiological load of female and male NCAA DI soccer players.
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SECTION 6: Future directions
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This work contributes to the body of literature in the area of physiological load
assessment. However, questions still are left to be answered. Some of these questions
were not able to be fully answered by these studies and others have arisen due to these
studies. From these studies, we propose that the following studies and or analyses of the
current data be performed to further ground the quantification of physiological load in
scientific fact rather than in conjecture and purely intuitive logic.
•

Develop field tests to ascertain if the excluded variables can be incorporated into
the PLQ models.

•

Generate PLQ models based on data from both variable- and fixed-start submaximal effort protocols from the same individuals to determine if there is a
difference between the models

•

Collect data on more teams at the NCAA DI level and then at other levels
o This would allow for an analysis of the validity of the PLQWS model as it
•

•

relates to the %VO2R and %VO2max values.
•

Collect data on teams that engage in similar types of movement patterns and
work-rest ratios during competitions

•

Explore the possibility of a difference in relationship based on correlations
between the gender of the participants and the PL model used.

•

Conduct Pearson correlation analyses between all of the PL models

•

Assess the validity and reliability of the use of RPE on steady-state and stochastic
exercise session lasting >60 min
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